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Defender's Editorial Endorsement For Mayor
America is standing on the eve of the 1968
Presidential Campaign when one of the most serious
issues will be considered — the war in Vietnam. On
the other hand there is an issue which is immediate
and of profound concern to a particular segment of
the American populace. This is the October 5 elec-
tion which directly involves the citizenry of Mem-
phis.
We at the Tri-State Defender have already en-
dorsed candidates for councilmen in the various
districts and for councilmen for positions at large.
We have also weighed the qualifications of each can-
didate in the Mayor's race. And we are prepared to
make our endorsement. But of vital
importance is the question "whom do
you want to represent you as Mayor in
our new Mayor-Council form of gov-
ernment?" It is also important during
this crucial hour which faces all Mem-
phians, for each of us, especially the Ne-
gro population, to weigh carefully all
angles, involving all of the candidates
in the Mayor's race.
There are approximately 80,000
registered Negro voters in Memphis and
every vote counts. This election finds many of us (Ne-
gro voters) at the crossroads, and we should be aware
that not all of these roads lead to justice, equality,
and the elimination of man's inhumanity to man.
Perhaps some of these roads lead directly to a poli-
tical machine and perhaps others lead indirectly to
this.
If we look around us, we can discern which of
the candidates for Mayor face the strongest opposi-
tion in the various sections of our city, and which
candidate "carries" the vote of a particular group
INGRAM
of people. We can also see who has solicited the Ne-
gro vote and who has not. Can there be any political
maneuvers attributed to this? If our votes are split,
which candidate will be our next Mayor? It is most
important that our vote works for us.
It is true that the eyes of the world are on us—
waiting to see whether a city of 80,000 registered
Negro voters can stand firm together and elect the
candidate they want to represent them. Many are
waiting to see whether we want BLACK POWER
with reference to its degraded interpretation. It is
equally true that we as Negroes have come a long
ways and we still have a long ways to go before we
are completely recognized (omitting tokenism) as
citizens deserving equal rights.
We are proud of our heritage — the strong con-
viction to die together for a common cause, but at
times some of us are quite embarrassed about our
bitter past, and integration has become the scapegoat
for us to lose our identity. It is also true that we are
proud to recapture the days of Reconstruction. But is
this our only concern?
We at the Tri-State Defender are by no means
prejudiced. We voice not the sentiments of hatred,
bigotry, or the like. It is necessary that we as citi-
zens open our eyes to the facts and look upon this
Mayor's race objectively. Therefore WE ENDORSE
MAYOR WILLIAM B. INGRAM, JR.
There are many reasons why we make this en-
dorsement: (1) We would rather see our city elect
him than another candidate that we (Negroes)
positively do not want to represent us; (2) Mr. In-
gram is EXPERIENCED, INTELLIGENT.
HONEST, INDEPENDENT AND FAIR; (3) He, a
man of convictions, will continue to work to keep
taxes down and get more industry and more jobs;
and (4) In spite of tremendous opposition on many
occasions, he has been a strong Mayor.
We as Negroes have demonstrated and redem-
onstrated for a cause, for a voice. We have sought to
eliminate political machinery. And it must be recog-
nized that our vote is a STRONG VOTE. However,
we should not allow ourselves to be used for an-
other's gain.
During Mayor Ingram's administration, Mem-
phis has experienced the greatest growth in its his-
tory and this has enabled it to be on the MOVE. The
record actually speaks for itself:
A new 6-lane bridge across the Mighty Missis-
sippi is being built —
Downtown is being revitalized with new build-
ings (private and public) and others are be-
ing planned —
New streets and expressways have been built —
Memphis has become nationally recognized as a
clean city —
The finest emergency ambulance service has
been established —
Public housing has been improved —
Our medical center has expanded and addition-
al medical facilities are being planned —
There has been no property tax increase during
Mayor Ingram's administration—
Electric and gas rates have been lowered —
Industrial development has been tremendous.
RCA Plant has been added to our city, and
many other plants have expanded including
Firestone. Dupont, and Grace Chem-
ical —
Port and Harbor Commission has done an ex-




October 5. 1967 has been de- Position
signated as the day that Position
the registered voters of Mem- Position
phis go to the polls and make Position
one of the most historic les
political decisions that has Position 6
been made since the days of Chiapeila
reconstruction. The mo st DISTRICTS
important issue is to vote and
make your vote COUNT.
We at the Tri-State De-
fender feel strongly about the
candidates that we endorse.
We f e el strongly enough
about them to believe that
the citizens of Memphis es-
pecially the Negro voters will
cast their votes for them.
In making our decisions to
endorse the following candi-
dates, we were not interested
in those who could spout out
the most rhetoric or perform
the best political maneuvers,
but we are deeply concerned
about the individuals' quali-
fications and their basic in-
terest in ALL people regardless
of race, creed, color or na-
tional origin. The candidates
elected on this October 5 will
to a great extent determine
the political practices of the
state and local government in
the near future.
The candidates hereby en-
dorsed have platforms that
have the virtue of simplicity
and their ideas will not be-
come waterways fraught with
dangerous shoals. These are
people who will not depend on
any political machine for sup-
port. Nor will they allow them-
selves to become labeled
as rubber stamps. They are
honest dedicated citizens who
will work wholeheartedly for
the PEOPLE OF MEMPHIS.
Therefore in order to assure
proper representation for the
citizens of Memphis, the
metropolis of the Mi d-
south, We endorse the follow-
ing candidates;
POSITIONS AT LARGE
Position 1 — Paul Vescove
2 — Drew Canale
3 — Clayton Elam ouring
4 — Luke Weathers
5 — Samuel B. Ky-
- W. J. "Buddy"
District 1 — Alexander Glad-
ney
District 4 — Fred Davis
District 6 — J. L. Netters
District 7 — J. 0. Patterson,
Jr.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Position 1 — Lloyd Hanson
Position 2 — E. W. William-
son
Position 3 — Mrs. Lawrence
Coe
Position 4 — J. H. Perdue ...
Position 5 — James M. Law-
son
CITY TRAFFIC JUDGE




This election affords the
citizens of Memphis the op-
portunity of getting the best
qualified and the most earnest
men to serve them and rep-
resent them in the highest
possible manner that can be
attained. T h is guide will
serve you well on election day.
Take it to the polls with you
and VOTE FOR PROGRESS.






— Top leaders of the black
power movement are expected
to attend a conference here
Saturday sponsored by the Mili-






J. 0. Patterson, Jr.. opened motor caravan, the procession
the home stretch of his cam-
paign this week by taking it to
the people in different sections
of District 7.
The campaign included cara-
vans and rallies with live
music, favors for the children
and refreshments for all in
attendance.
Furnishing the music was the
Honeymoon Garner Quartet.
It were joined by Herman
Green, the saxophonist, and
vocalist Barbara Perry.
Distributing material at the
floating rallies was the "Pat
Patrol," a group of teenage
beauties who are supporting
the candidate.




A campaign which began
last January is about to
reach its c onclusion for
Charlie F. Morris, Sr., in his
race for councilman from Dis-
trict 7.
In his latest speeches be-
fore church groups and at
coke parties, Mr. Morris,
a district manager for North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
company, charged that two
of his opponents are "illegal
candidates."
He told his audiences that
State Representative J. 0.
Patterson, Jr., and Euless T.
Hunt, a sundry store operator,
are not bonafide candidates
and are illegally claiming
(Be. Page 2)
was escorted by motorcycle
patrols. At each stop, the
audience was addressed by
Atty. Patterson and his uup-
porters.
Mr. Patterson appealed to the
voters last Sunday by radio
and predicted that he would
win without the necessity of a
run-off. He told the radio
audience that District 7 is the
area that contains the greatest
number of jobless people, the
greatest number of low income
people, and the area that need-
ed the most done for it
He said that his concern that
the front runner lacked quali-
fications for the office inspired
him to enter the race.
Mr. Patterson told hic audi-
NEW ABA COACHES --
Flying to a number of cities
this season to officiate at
basketball games in the
American Basketball Asso-
ciation will be A.W. "Ott"
an-derson and James Smith,
a teacher at Porter Junior
High school. They are shown
here after receiving notice




ATTY. J. o. I' ‘TTERSON
ence that "It was well-known
by me and many others that
the gentleman viewed the
position of city councilman as
a part-time job with a
$6,009 salary."
He accused his opponent of while standing in front of a
(See Page 2) lcafe at 1248 Williams byi
Three persons were shot in
weekend incidents, but luckily
none of the wounds were
serious and all will recover.
Two men have been charged
with assault to murder in what
resulted from almost simul•
taneous shootings which left
one with a bullet in the collar-
bone and the other with a
bullet in the ankle
James Franklin Leigh, 43,
of 1286 Williams was shot in
the e•Ilarb•ne at 9 p. m.
George Houston. 30, of 934 S.
Mansfield.
Houston, according to police,
went to the cafe looking for
Leigh to ask him about an
argument he had been involved
in with his two brothers.
As the argument progressed.
the two drew pistols and fired
at each other.
Leigh went directly to the
hospital where he was admitted
and the bullet removed.
Houston appeared there a
short while later. Both men
See Page 2
15c
Private Industrial Parks have developed and
are expanding —
Educational facilities have improved. New
technical trade schools are being built. New
libraries, schools and Space and Science Cen-
ter are planned —
Economy of the city has improved. 243,800 per-
sons have been employed. Bank deposits and
retail sales are approximately 10 per cent
higher than any other prior of Memphis'
history—
There has been a recodification and updating of
City Code which has been the first since
1949 —
A Crime Commission has been established and
law and order has been maintained —
City employees' salaries, pensions, insurance
and working conditions have been improved.
Country-wide Juvenile Court system is now
possible.
It is therefore urged that we make our vote
COUNT. Sure, we have fought hard that we would
arrive at the day when we are able to participate in
city government.. With the new form of government
coming in, there are many ways in which we can do
this. No, we cannot forget the many things that we
have struggled for, but this is, without and beyond
a shadow of a doubt, a Mayor's race which demands
that we be objective and band ourselves together
and override any possibilities of unfavorable POLI-
TICS.
Let us at this time make our VOTES COUNT
and VOTE 80,000 strong for Mayor William B. In
gram, the man who has given us a representative
check and balance system in our city-government.
We Endorse Fred Davis
We endorse Fred Davis asSunday School
councilman from District 4 — a We at the Tri-State Defender
district that is more evenlyibelieve that FRED DAVIS
divided along racial lines than bas the leadership ability
any other. This makes it neces-!that is required for the position
sary for the person represent- which he seeks. His having
ing this district to have had been elected twice in the
broad experience in working!county-wide balloting to mem-
harmoniously with others othership on the Shelby County
diverse backgrounds. !Democratic Committee, serves
ebyast
District 4 is located in south-,as one of the examples to
CMenetinrapfhiosn, coriannvicintiothnse.bounded  
North, 
rrtbo g I ey s u Nbtsrt.a npt iaa‘ties ao ur vict .r a
city limits on the south. Belle- Shelby County Registers Office,
vue on the west and Prescott can assure you of fair repre-
on the east. Isentation. He too, the same
After viewing the background as other councilmen that
and civic involvement of all the WE have endorsed, is chained
candidates for the position of with the civic responsibility
Councilman representing Dis- of serving the community. And
trict 4, we are certain that we need him to represent us
in our new form of city govern-
ment.
He will work for adequate
park and recreational facili-
Fred Davis is the man who will
best represent his district.
Mr. Davis is a long time resi-
dent of Orange Mound — one of
the many neighborhoods which ties, legal aid assistance for
comprises the district. Forlpeople who need legal advice,
many years he has been active area vocational training cen-
in civic and political affairs ters, a human relation corn-
of the community. Some of mission, and 
Crime
da strong Depir :
position 
on
these include: The s
gr
;
Vice president of the Orange'quency prevention.
Mound Civic Club; a director thSeinniceostDcisrutrciicati d4istirsiapeiorhatnpes
city, the election of Fred
Davis would be a major step
forward for the citizen
involved and also for all citi-
zens of the city as a whole.
Mr. Davis is a graduate of
of the Memphis Better Schools
Committee; A 'member of the
Memphis B r a nch of the
NAACP: a member of the
Shelby C o unty Democratic
Club; and a past director of
the Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty Mental Health Society. Tennessee State University and
Mr. Davis' involvement is now doing further studies
not all civic and political. Be- at Memphis State University.
sides being a family man, Quality recognizes quality.
married and the father of three Therefore we urge you on elec-
very fine children, he is quite tion day to cast your Vote for
active i n B eulah Baptist Progress. Elect FRED DAVIS
Church where he serves on the as your councilman from Dis-
Board of Deacons and teaches trict 4.
NOTICE
Due to the election on Thursday, October 5.
the Tri-State Defender will come out a day
earlier on Tuesday. October 3, so that our
readers will have an opportunity of evaluating
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Rev. W. S. Vance Dies James Smith Is First.
In Humboldt At 87 Negro ABA Official
Funeral services for Rev.St. Mary's hospital in Hum-
W. S. Vance, Sr., longtime botch. In poor health for
sometime, his death came after
a heart attack followed by a
stroke. He was 87.
tist c Li u r c hes throughout, At his bedside at the time
Tennessee, were held on of his death was a son,
Tuesday afternoon at the First W. S. Vance, Jr.. of Topeka,
Baptist Church in Brownsville. Kans., and his daughter, Mrs.
Rev. Vance, who was pas. Bobbie Vance Poussa
int of
tor emeritus of First Baptist
Church Brownsville, died early
last Saturday morning in
Morris
St. Albans, N. Y.
Delivering the eulogy on
Tuesday was Dr. S. A. Owen,
pastor of Metropolitan Bap-
tist church of Memphis, and
a lifelong friend of Rev. Vance.
Officiating at the service was
Rev. Eddie L. Currie, who
(Continued From Page 1) succeeded Rev. Vance as pas-,
'to f Fi B tist Ch h
to live in the district just to
run for office.
Commenting on an article
in an earlier issue of the Tri-
State Defender, which said
that he lacks the qualification
for councilman, Mr. Mor-
ris said besides having gradua-
ted from Manassas High school,
he received two years of col-
lege as a life underwriter,
which includes most of the
subjects k n o wn man,
and that his degree is one of
"sincerity for all."
-I have had 20 years of I
dealing directly with the pub-
lic, and entrusted with making:
decisions for North Carolina
Mutual, one of the largest
Negro b u s messes in the
world," he explained.
"Besides, I am running for
the office of councilman from
District 7. not for treasurer
of the city,'' Mr. Morris
quipped.
.Among the churches which
have presented him to their
congregations in recent weeks
are Pilgrim Rest Baptist, Em-
manuel B a p tist, Clayborn
Temple AME, Coleman Cha-
pel CME, Galathia Baptist
and Gospel Temple Baptist
churches.
Mr. Morris told the au-
diences that he was con-
cerned with the "total im-
provement of the community."
CHARLIE' MORRIS
(Continued From Page 1)
Continued From Page 1
were arrested at the hospital.
In another shooting on Satur-
day, Walter Lee Williams, 34,
of 180 W. Mallory st. was
blasted with a shotgun andl
suffered s u p erficial pellef
wounds in the head, arms and
chest at 10:30 a.m.
Officers said that Williams'
had earlier threatened to
shoot Jodie King Agee, whol
lived in Apt. 2 of the same
address, and the man apparent-
ly decided that he would shootl
Williams before he got him.
Agee appeared in City Court,
on Monday and has been:
charged with assault to mur-
der.
(Continued From Page 1)
r o rst ap ur c
Brownsville when he retired
in 1957.
Rev. Vance's body lay in
state on Monday night in the
St. James Baptist church in
Humboldt.
A native of Giles County,
Tenn.. he attended the ele-
mentary schools there be-
fore he left for Knoxville
college, where he finished
high school, college and earn-
ed his bachelor of divinity
degree.
His first pastorate was the
Mt. Pleasant Baptist church
in Lion's View, a community
near Knoxville. He later serv-
ed as pastor of First Bap-
tist at Jellico, Tenn.; Fifth
Ward Baptist at Clarksville;
First Baptist at Winchester,
St. James at Humboldt. and
pastored First Baptist in
Brownsville for 32 years be.
retiring in 1957
Rev. Vance was married
three times. His first wife,
the former Reverta Merri•
weather, the mother of W. S.
Vance. Jr., died in 1911;
the second wife, the forme:
Gustavia Maclin, a pharmacist
and mother of Mrs. Bobbie
Vance Poussaint, died in 1947.
Survivors also include his
wife, Mrs. Jennie S. Broadnax
Vance; his son and daughter
who mad maintained a 24-
hour vigil and were at his
bedside when he died and
three grandchildren.
Mrs. Vance said her hus-
band started setting his busi-
ness in order three months
ago and had completed all
details. including his funeral
program, before he was strick-
en.
Burial was in the Rawls ce-
metery at Brownsville.
Patterson
(Continued From Page 1)
running out of the desires of
personal gain, and with no
sincere desire to help the
citizens of the city.
He concluded his radio
address by saying. "City
government is too big and
important to entrust it to an
inexperienced p e r son. My
worthy opponent states that he
works for one of the largest
Negro companies in this na
time and that qualifies him to
deal with big city government.
Both you and I know that this
big company for which he
works has never permitted him
to make any decision that
affects the finances or stand-
ing of that company."
4 Negro Children
BIRMINGHAM, Ala — Four
small Negro children burned
to death when fire swept
their tiny frame home in the
Sand Ridge community of
southwest Jefferson County
The victims, who ranged
in age from 16 months to
four years, died in a fire
which e r u pted after the
mother of the children poured
kerosene ,into a heater.
of the Congress of Racial, —
Equality; author James Bald.,
win ; and Gloria Richardson, I
a former leader of Cambridge!
Negroes who now lives in
New York City, are expected'
to be present.
The conference will be held •
in a church in the heart of the
city's predominantly Negro •
second Ward which was ravag-






You don't have to live with the
awful torment of skin upset by
the iff0fIreS of itching of certain
minor skin irritations. PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT is
the 'mon way tremens ere fast,
blessed relief when their skin
cries "help". As this internation-
ally fomous skin medication 
the itching, and induces fast re-
lief from itching miseries, you'll
test better fast' Doctors know
scratching can disfigure as well
es cause dangerous infection.
You OWS it to your comfort, and
appearanc•, to let PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT help
maks your life liveable again.
James M Smith, coach and
physical e d ucation teacher
at Porter Junior High school,
has become the first mem-
ber of his race to be certi-
fied as a basketball official ,
for professional teams n the
American Basketball Associa-
tion (ABA).
Mr. Smith's selection came
as a result of recommenda-
tions from A. W. Ott Ander
son, who is also an ABA
official. Mr. Anderson, a for-
mer Public Works official, is
a candidate for councilman-
at-large, Position 1.
Mr. Smith will carry to his
new job some 11 years of ex-
perience as a basketball offi-
cial He has worked extensive-
ly in high school and college
games in Memphis and other!
cities. Last week he was pre-
sent for a basketball officials'.
clinic held in Indianapolis.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Ander-
son will officiate at games in
such Cities as New Orleans
Dallas, Louisville, Indianapo-
lis. Denver, Houston, Pitts-
burgh, Minneapolis, Oakland
and Anaheim, Calif., and. ini
the New Jersey area.
1/gFENDER SAMID
AY, SEPTZMBER 30, 19167
Mr. Smith has eorke.1 in




I the Bluff City Association, the
collegiate Southwest Athle-
tic Association and the In-
tercollegiate Athletic Associa-
tion. He was one of the two
Negro officials from this
area selected in 1966 to offi-
ciate at the Intercollegiate,
Athletics at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
A native of Dallas, Texas,
be was graduated from Ten-
nessee A&I State university
with the class of 1951, where
he was a member of the
college's varsity swimming
team.
A veteran of World War
II with service in the South
Pacific, he is married and
the father of three children.
During his 17 years as a
teacher in the Memphis city
schools, he was basketball
coach at Melrose High school
for five years and served in
the same capacity at LaRose
Elementary school before he
was transferred to Porter
Junior High
Hunt Tells Opponents To Watch Experience
A challenge to his rivals toimost of those in the temphasized the empl
oyment
match his administrative ree-iPacific, where be lia* HMO ef Negroes in the departmeht
ord in public and private•at New Guinea, Gill, LitiBitts waling the number of Negro
affairs was issued this weekl and other hot spots. bito—wainsfissiyee, tr," 5.6 te as,
by Euless T. Hunt, candidate honorably ciischarged tire-siWieged .tty ig5n. had supers/441On
for Councilman from the
seventh District.
Speaking at a recent rally,
Mr. Hunt reviewed his record
in public affairs since his
high school days.
As a student at Manassas
High School, he distinguished
himself as an art student,
winning some 20 contests in
local, state regional. and na-
tional levels. He, was also a top
student and athlete, and cap-
tained one of the school's
championship football teams.
He served 28 months in the
United States Army, with
elk
REV. E. W. WILLIAMSON
•rishansInc. 
• o o Rev.Williamson
Eddie McAteer, executive
director of Christians, Inc..
;the organization that led the
:lay legions to victory in the
recent open bar campaign, an-
nounced this week endorse-
ments in the coming city
election, and, among them, was
the Rev. E. W. Williamson,
45, pastor of Olivet Baptist
Church.
Mr. McAteer said. "Rev.
Williamson is widely known
and respected throughout the
'Mid-South as a great Christ-
ian leader. We are proud to
recommend him to the people
of Memphis for a position on
the School Board.
they had been receiving.
Mr. Hunt was national presi-
deut of the Christian Church
men's Fellowship for two
years. He has also served
as trustee of the Churches of
trict c o uncilman post to
match his administrative and
public record, as an indicative
of their fitness to fill the
officer.
American Art Show in 4150 dramr,u, presentations from His platform calls for a
and again in Atlanta in 1951. none to 9f.in per month; cera-
Ylc iset^r - iteed .1.1:YDS 111:CS from none to 120;
Academy of Art at 964 Florida sewing classes from twenty
in Memphis and enrolled more to 80; pee-wee football teams
than 100 students. He neat from none to 8; basketball
served as Art teacher, c'eestheill teams (community and church)
coach, and assistant coach in i from none to 140
baseball, basketball al track He  spearheaded the move
at Booker .r. wasnmgeon eugh,to provide civic services
School. !status to recreational workers
t Mr. Hunt joined the Mempras;naoving them from none on
Recreatioeal Department injthe rolls to 14. He succeeded
1957. He immediately forged Wills guiding salary increases
an administrative position. Helto zrare than double of -what
He is eminently q ualifiedfcern. arid 'ewe for his fellow
in every respect," continued man."
McAteer. "Rev. Williamson's election1
"Morally, he is a Christian, a to 
the School Board," con-
cluded Mr. McAteer, "will be
true Soldier of the Lord Jesus
Christ, a great man of God." 
in the best interests of Mem-
phis. We recommend him to
"Educationally, h e h olds all Christians and urge them to
three college degrees: an A. B. support him in the Thursday,
degree from Lemoyne, a B. Th. October 5th election."
degree from American Baptist "I am pleased that such a
Thelogical Seminary, and an substantial group as, Christ-
M.A. degree from Fisk Uni- lane Inc.. with it's consi-
versity. • • derable influence has seen fit
"Judgmentally, he is a to endorse me. I shall en-
mature man of responsible deavor to honor the confidence
judgement. H i s t h oughts, this fine organization has put
speech, and actions always in me," commented Rev. Wil-











IReleased at last - By recent decision of the High Court -
Now oil Amerko con see it UNCENSORED! UNCUT! 













NOTHING LEFT TO THE IMINATION
THE WORLD'S MOST AMAZING ATTRACTION
-04c
o 
oso  he Most Revealing Picture Ever filmed







A DRAMATIC rm ,,iip080,1cnotio!
OUribeied
ilocflr4COLORSpectacul.ar_ Du" 770 nes ADULT eumwer
ACTUAL HOSPITAL. SCENES OF FIVE ,4447rER TH/6 PROERAM NO ONE
BIRTHS, NONE ALIKE, ALL DIFFERENT under 18 AD.WITED,
You'll Gasp—You'll Wince—You'll Shudder A Bold, and Vital Adult Program




FAIR and IMPARTIAL JUSTICE in a COURTEOUS
an JUDICIAL MANNER
AtterMleibm•M PaV • lot.ors B. Me C2rtiel
TI;Createdual facilities from
He gained wide fame as an 
even playgrounns to forty.
e increased th! number of
artist and presented art shows semi-pro baseb all teams
in Atlanta, Georgia In 1948 anultrom 11 to 35. Kid baseball
1949. He was presented m an rums jumped from 0 to 180;
art exhibit at Burrell College, seroleseball teams from none
ceiforer l-2siesg Ariatenerxthbibitsie rninenttie.nne,lt„:260;=,Neighborhood dances
^ to 400 per month;
and immediately raatrillegated of a payroll of over two
at LeMoyne College. There ha mimon ciounrs
was made captain of the, tio els. e heal of the Negro
school's famed "Mad Magi- phase of the Recreation Depart-
clans" football team playing mcnt's work, Hunt moved the
tackle. In 1948 he was selected
second string All-American.
FROST CLEAR. — Won't let
frost form. There's no frost
build-up to steal any of the
freezer's 147.4 pound capac-
ity.
CONVENIENCE STORAGE
DOOR — Shelf with removable
Guard holds up to 12 frozen
foods packages bookcase style
so you can easily read labels
Juice con rock holds 5 frozen
juice cons handy, yet secure,
AUTOMATIC ICE MASTER
• This model has the Automatic
'Ice Master that freez*s -and
stores a continuous supply of
ice cubes — you'll never for-
• to fill your trays ogoin.
BALANCED CONDITION-
ED AIR — Cold dry air is cir-
culated throughout refrigerator
to hold temperature at near
ideal 37 degrees.
NEW CANTILEVER SHELVES
— Let's you hook in three
shelves (one silde out) et just
the right height to fit your
needs.
America for three years.
He is a businessman with a
variety of interests, the owner
of two Sundry stores, a barber
shop and beauty parlor, and
rental property.
Mr. Hunt challenged any of
his rivals for the Seventh Dis-
crash program in recreation
in the 7th. District, with games.
arcades, and modern centers
and p I ayground equipment
in parks. . .removable of
whiskey boundaries. . .district
health clinics. . .a police re-
view board to handle cases
of alleged police brutality,
and free child care clinics. He
urge all registered voters re
siding in District7, to c a it
their vote for him on Octo-
ber 5th,
SAVE OVER
THE FINEST IN FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATION — Gibson
Frost'Clear frees you from de-
frosting mess forever. Never
lets frost torm in freezer or
refrigerator.
10 YEAR WARRANTY ON
THE MOTOR COMPRESSOR —
Gibson is the only manufac-
turer to bock up its refrigera-
tors with a 10-yeor warranty.
This outs the heart of your
Gibson under protection.
DESIGNER SERIES — Available
in white or coppertone as well
as with exclusive desfgner
series front Panels. it's-Pert of
o flexible new decorating- con-
cept created exclusively for
Gibson by famous New York
Designer Penny kollock Leh-
man.
BOTTOM FREEZER IS MORE
CONVENIENT — And it holds
212 pounds of frozen food.
NOW! 29995
With Ice Maker
Gibson 17 frost * clear refrigerafor-freezer
The new Gibson
side-by-side FOODMASTER
is here, with a list of
features a mile long!
... IN A BUNCH CABINET THATtFITS ANYWHERE
• Changeable Designer Front Panels • Automatic Ice
Master • Quick Shift Cantilever Shelves, Frozen Food
Package Racks and Egg Container • Gibson Frost*
Clear Eliminates Defrosting • Lowest Operating Cost
• Slide-Out Crisper, Meat Chest and Freezer Basket












LeMOVNITES QUIZ SPEAK- students at a reception given noted Texan before an as- lace Callahan, Herbert Lee
ER —John Henry Faulk, by the college In his honor. sembly In LeMoyne's Little Itoyd, Mr. Faulk, Ronald
noted author and entertainer. The reception followed an I Theatre. Left to right: Wal- Hoosts knit Llandine Ross.
was quizned by LeMoyne addreas delivered by -the
Five To Be Inducted
By Alpha Kappa Mu
LeMoyne College's annual
Honors Convocation, sponsor-
ed by Kappa Beta chapter of
Alpha Kappa Mu, a national
scholarship society, is sched-





New Harvest Baptist church
will present its first Patriotic
Promenade on Sunday, dept.
24, as a preliminary program
to its annual Harvezt Day.
The church is to celebrate
Harvest Day on Sunday, Oct.
8.
During the Patriotic Pro-
menade, the states of the
Union will be represented by
various members of the church
and their friends. The pro-
gram will include songs,
orations and fashions.
The commentator for the
program will be Mrs. Faye G.
Lewis.
Rev. R. S. Pamphlet is pas-
tor of the church, and Mrs.
R. S. Pamphlet sponsor.
Miss Dorothy Morgan,
a senior English major at
LeMoyne, is chapter presi-
dent, ant. Mrs. elm a R.
McLemore, chairman of the
English department at the col-
lege, is advisor.
Speaker for the occasion
will b e H erbert Olivera,
regional director for Alpha
Kappa Mu and a professor at
Kentucky State College in
Frankfort.
About five new members
will be inducted into the
chapter.
Dean's certificates for last
semester and other awards will
be presented during the hour-
long program.







• World War II Hero
• Holder of the Distinguished Flying Cross
HE STANDS FOR:
I City Expansion & Improvement
II Economic Growth
III Educational Advancement
IV Health & Welfare Services
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS









1/24b. Sandwich Loaf 25c
SERVE ROLLS
Baked in Mempflis by Mnmphians
. . . rushed daily to your big
















An Enrollment Of 400
Owen College, at Vance and
!South Orleans, has launched
!its 1937-33 program with an
enrollment of 00, it was
[announced by President Char-
les L. Dinkins.
The total includes 230 fresh-
men and 30 out-of-town stu-
dents, according to Neal Darby
Jr., acting dean-registrar of
the two-year college.
Assemblies and chapel serv-
ices are being conducted at
St. John Baptist Church,
across the street from the
campus. Fire early this year.
destroyed a three-story build-
ing that housed the campus
chapel, library, dining area
and dormitories.
The Baptist-supported junior
college is in thepr...c.s of
merging with LeMoyne College




ANAHEIM, Calif. — Gov.
Ronald Reagan lashed out
at the federal war on poverty
program and, at the same
time, defended his action in
rejecting funds offered by
Washington for some proj-








Kindly Lionel me* the Tri-State
Et:fancier TO eiciresa LIAO Pi
a
On. year $0.00 Six menu's' $3.50 1








Buy U.S. Savings Bonds




ELLA says 90 with
PEa
(Pronounced Sha-pella)
MEET WI Buddy Chiapella
• Practicing Attorney over 20 years
• Married — 5 Children
• Graduate Catholic High,
attended South Western, Law Degree
Southern University
• Navy Veteran — Destroyer WWII
Operation-Invasion of Sicily, Southern
france, Normandy, Okinawa
• St. Louis Catholic Church
• Platform. To Support with Enthusiam
what is right and fight with Vigor
what is wrong —
Vote For
Buddy Chlapella
FOR COUNCILMAN AT LARGE
- Position 6
D c The Whole City Gets To Vote
I eu• For CHIAPELLAI
I, —I
The Circuit Convention ofiCommunity Center, West Mem-lbaptized after the manner oil The back of the hurricanei i / tin r.
West Tennessee, Eastern Ark-' The 678 persons 
present
anus, c o n v e a ed Friday 
Friday at 7 p.m. heard the
keynote s p e ech, ''Walking
through Sunday Seillemberl rderly by Spirit."
1547 at the L. R. Jackson! Saturday., Slav en
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PLACES TO GET —





dained ministers of the organi- the signs of the prophecies
zation ;in the scriptures informs us,
Sunday evening the talk, its Passing will mean a cm'
were -Will God Intervene in Men's plete destruction, the end of the
Affairs?" was given by the world. Howe ver, survival
chairman and princ ipal'will be possible for those who
speaker, W i I he Anderson, properly read the signs of the
before a crowd of 1,062 time, draw close to their
.Witnesses a n d I n t erested 'Creator in complete obedi-
persons. ence, he said.
Mr. Anderson stated the On the other side of the
iBible reports or likens God's hurricane will be an ever-
'intervention in the affairs of lasting calm and a paradise
!men to a hurricane on the that will be direct result of
horizon cif the earth. The front Jehovah's continual interven the rrie Trher,1 who give ireely
4eter Pan Cleaners
899 E. Mclemore 1560 Netherwood









Beautifully Cleaned 6 Pressed
SUITS and DRESSES, plain $ 125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5 for 115
FREC 
iss All Your Clothes Mildew
Proofed, Moth Proofed,
Odor Proofed & Sized.
MR. VOTER:
HOW ABOUT GIVING MY GENERATION A BREAK.
VOTE FOR THE FUTURE —NOT FOR THE PAST
Vote For A. W. WILLIS For MAYOR
Or Can A. W. Willis he elected Mayor on October 5th?
A. Yes, If you vote for him. 150;000 peoplir are expected to vote
on October 5th. There are 80,000 registered Negro voters. Con.
sequently, Willis con win If 75,000 Negroes vote.
When you voted for George Grider, John J. Hooker, Lyndon B.
Johnson or J. F. Kennedy, did you ask yours•If if they could win'
NO1 You voted for them because they had th• best plationn • and
Programs.
So, you ask yourself now if Willis can win? It depends on you!
0: Why should you vote for A. W. Willis for Mayor?
A: Because all Intelligent. sensible voters wish to elect the best
men in the race. A. W. Willis IS M. bast qualified and has the best
program to moov• Memphis forward.
Look at his. record. Compare for yourself.'
0: Will white voters vote for A. W. Willis for Mayer?'
At Yes. Look at the facts. In 1963 when Willie ran fay he State
Legislature in q twowoon race against one white opponent, he won
with noon, than 37,000 white votes out of a total of 97,000 votes cat*
ter him.
White citizens also MOM the bast qualified candidate!
Q: Area kW Necrees agolast A: W. Willis?
A: Soma have been brainwashed by white machine politician, and
Negro Uncle Toms to believe in th• superiority of color.
St's what's INSIDE that counts!
GI Why is A. W. Willis running for Moyers
At Why are you asking yourself this question?
Do you doubt his qualifications?
Of course not. H. is the best qualified -candidate fro is, face.
De you believe that is. blackness of a eon's skin automatically dis-
qualifies him to lead the citizens of Memphis?
Of arum* not. President Johneon recently appointed a black mow to
lead the nation's capital.
Did you ask why Mayor ingrant ran for office?
Did you ask why Hunter Lane, Henry Loeb, Pets Sisson, William Mor-
ris and Mrs. Oxley are running?
Did you question the motives of A. W. When he got up at 2:00 A.M.,
340 A.M. and .4:00 A.M. to got your children out of [ail when they
were sitting in for equal rights in th• early sixties?
Or NO/ You cheered him on. Have you forgotten 110 soon?
At Did you question th• motives of A. W. Willis when he fought in the
oeurmeame to open parks, playgrounds, swimming pools, theatres, li-
braries, schools, taxi cabs, restourante, etc., to Negroes?
Or 10101 Yon cheered him on. Have mow forgotten set aeon?
At Endre. question the motives of A. W. Willis when ins was the eels
Negro in the Ternessee Legislature fialiting for a minimums wage. for
ell people, the appeal ef th• death penalty, Increase in teachers sala-
ries and retirement benefits, a state Anti-Poverty Pro grelfn and many
ether laws to befog skeet equality, lassie. and democracy?
Or NOf YOU cikeered hire on. Have mre dorgotten so amen?
4* "ffII!=' N yc-o.okaa.,ta-: La :a ita au-Iy
candidate en record IN WRITING to mosIvoseate aspen housing, a
Relations Commission to eradicate discrimination, a Civilian Review
Board to investigate police brutality, on investigation ef weatment ef
patients at John Gaston Hospital, and elimination of slum housing.
Of Lees cheer it;, on this time/
What racial group it, America has been most oppressed?
At THE NEGRO who was enslaved and forced to werk witheat froY fat
240 rears. THE NEGRO who hes hod to week for less than helf pay
for die last 100 years. Other minority OPINIPS have fought theft way
int• this main strewn of Amorneao life, so wiry can't Negroes mend it,
toorilhor end be pseud •f themselves an Americans?
Don't be ashamed of yore color(
0: When will the Negro ever gain illtaPooli. fair troff"*"t and fir"
clans citlestro4ios?
The Mallory Knights Cheri- to: Mallory Knights Chril-tmas
tablc Organization will begin Fund for the Needy, 280 Her-
its 17th annual fund-raising 
n_a_ndo..S,,trceet, Memphis, Tennes-
campaign on Sunday, Oct.
to help the poor and needy at' Alonzo Simpkins, Jr., is ad-
Christmas, according to Harry ministrative a s sistant, and
L. Strong, director of the 
organization. 
• Dero Mosley business manager
and co-chairman of the fund
"Not only do we help the 
poor drive.
and needy families and under-
privileged 
he said, but "this has; St. John Choirs ,
children at Christ-
become a year-round work for
.of the hurricane has already bon for the good of all man-0f their time and effort to help To Present
the less fortunate during the
holidays and 12 months a
year. 
He said coat ctn.! puoiic will 2nd Concert-
be called z:p(in to assist the
Knights in the worthwhile, The choirs of St. John Bap-
community effort. Funds con-iltist church at 6,1a Vance sve.i
tributed will be used to huyl win present the second par' of
food, clothing and toys for disl a series of concerts sponsored
tribution. '`-• the Willing Workers club
;passed leaving the world of kind, he added.
imankind in the greatest trouble. Freddie Lee Jones was
the earth has ever seen. 'presiding minister.
LeMoyne Gets $25,000
In Landowner's Will
The will of Ulysses S Bond, must use the funds to construct
wealthy lando‘Aner and busi•
ness man of Madison, Ark.,
bequeathed $25,000 to LeMoyne.
Mr. Bond, 70, died Sept. in
Chicago. where he and his
wife, Mrs. Cliffs J. Bond,
were planning to attend the
National Funeral Directors
Association convention. He be-
came ill upon arriving in the
Illinois city.
The will filed in probate
court at Forrest City, Ark.,
also bequeathed $50,000 to Marti
son Light Baptist Church.
Under the will, the church
a new building to be named
for Mr. and Mrs Bond. If
the church does not construct
the building within 30 years,
the $50,000 will go to Le-
Moyne.
The L e Moyne grant of
$25,000 is for the establishment
of the Scott Bond Memorial
Student Loan Fund to aid
students from a number of
East Arkansas counties. Scott
Bond was the late Mr. Bond's
father.
The late Mr. Ulysses Bond
was owner of Bondol Labora-
tories.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis. TefliteSSIND
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask fit And
Creates What You Think Or
A: As s eon as h• believes h• is a free man and Stops being brain.
washed by white folks and Uncle Times; Steps relying on 1%/1110r111 and
looks nt it,. facts; Steps asking himself why a Negro is running for
Mayor, BUT, most important, he must believe in HIMSELF, and he
must believe that a Negro is capable of leading this city.
Q- Whe Nisaro does not aive A. W. Willis his rote
October 5th'
A: This election is bigger than any on• individual. If Willis loses,
Memphis will lose, and th• Neva voter will lose on opportunity to
gain respect and dignity. He will forfeit th• chance to make history
by •lecting the first Negro mayor of a southern city.
How can he explain this to his children?
On October 5th, Memphis will have on opportunity to bring about
one of the most historic sweet changes ever achieved in any
city. Negro voters can be particularly arced MOP their rotes CON
shape the destiny of this country as they help either the first Negev,
A. W. WILLIS, its the office of mayor of Memphis.
The choice is ours, if we really want to be free.
Stand op end vete like covregemos men and women.
I 
-DOWT LEI YOURSELF AND YOUR CHAIM DOWN.
1
VOTE FOR THE FUTURE--NOT FOR THE PAST
VOTE A.W. WILLIS FOR MAYOR
ON OCTOBER 5thl 
s,
Personsh wish to n"-'ke r un Wednesday night, Oct. 4, atnt  who
urhirh are tax 8 I...n.1.
co,i
deductible, should them A spokesman for the club
said, "If you missed the first
pint, you are certainly the
loser for not having witnessed
our outstanding affair.
"If you were one of those
who saw the first performance,
I know you will want to attend
the October affair. Please come
and enjoy an evening of relaxa-
tion."
Miss Mary E. Boyd is presi-
drnt of the Willing Workers.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is
pastor of the church.
AT AMARILLO AFB,
for specialized schooling as
an administrative specialist
is Airman Donnell W. Haw-
kins, grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Johnson of 78
N. Claybrook st. A 1565
graduate of Carver High
school, he attended Mem-














HE STANDS FOR —
*Good Government
•Greater Job Opportunities
Better Schools & Parks
• Police Efficiency
•Recreation & Housing
Paid for by: Briscoe for Councilman Committee,
Donald Thomas - Rev. A. I. Campbell, Co-Chairmeo
NINE CONVENIENT TwHE :1EGsHETRVE
.DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES
• Laurelwood Center
• Notional at Jackson
• Quince at Sea Isle
• Macon at Wells Station
• Getwell at Barron
• Chelsea at Thomas
• Northgate Shopping Ctr.
• Southland Mall
McLemore at Neptune
Save Del Farm cash register tapes























































With coupon and purchase of $5.00 or more *g-
rinding Beer, Tobacco, fresh milk, Ice Cream end
Ice Milk. Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon
aspires Oct. 3, 1967
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1967
WASHINGTON'S S T U.
DENT COUNCIL — Offi-
cersoftheBookerT.
Washington High School
Student Council for 1967-
68 took office when school
opened recently. On front
row, from left, are Radine
Pruitt, vice president; Do-
rothy Bond, secretary; Lee
Laney, president; Sherry
Irby, treasurer, and Janis
Jones, reporter. On back
row, from left, are Joyce
Parker, first alternate to
"Miss BTW;" Carolyn M)-
ers, "Miss BTW:" Ann
Jackson, parliamentarian:
ELECT
MRS. ROBERT W. !ANNE)
SIHIAFER









tant s e c retary; Jenise
('umby, business manager,




1 400 Nurses Expected For Convention Here
The Tennessee Nurses' As
sociation will hold their annual
convention in Memphis at the
Holiday I n n -Rivermont on
October 11-13, and approxi-
mately 400 registered nurses
from the state are expected
to attend.
The theme of the convention
will be "Nursing Evolution
1967, Finding an Excuse vs.
Finding A Way." The keynote
adress for the convention will
be brought by Miss Barbara
Schutt, editor of the American
Journal of Nursing.
, Miss Ellen Fahy, assistant
'professor of Nursing,
Teachers' College, Columbia
University, New York City,
will be addressing the conven-
tion participants on the role of
the nurse as an agent of
change in a Thursday after-
noon session.
Approximately ten exhibitors
arw expected for the convert '
tion. Program sessions will
include presen tations on
automation in nursing, the unit!
dose method of administration'
of medications, the role of the
nurse in the referral of patients ,
for health services, and the
need for the nurse to accept
the individual patient.
The House of Delegates of
the Tennessee Nurses' As-
sociation will hear reports from
a Structure Study Committee
regarding proposed changes in
the organizational structure of
,the association as well as re-
ports from the Legislative
Committee, the E ducation
Committee, and other stand-
ing proposed changes in the
organizational structure of the
association as well as reports
from the Legislative Committee
the Education Committee, and
other standing and special
TRENTON NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. R. J Bailey
moved to their new home in
the rural area last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Agnew
and family have moved to a
new location on North Browns-
ville st.
Mrs. Burnett King and son,
Lee Verne Wright of Flint,
Mich.. visited his father and
family here this week.
Mrs. Marian Glasper of
Tiptonville, Tenn., also were
visitors in the home of Mr.
patient in the Madison County
General hospital,
Rem Herron is -confined to
his home on account of illness.
Miss Fannie Dodd has been
dismissed from Ma dison
County hospital after having
been a patient there for
several weeks.
Post No. 200 of the American
Legion Auxilary of Trenton,
Department of Ten nessee
and Mrs. Wright and other invites all
friends here. daughters
Mrs. Tyrone Jones and attend
family of St. Louis, Mo., re- zation
turned home last weekend after
several weeks visit with her,
parents, the Barnetts, and
other members of the family.
Mrs. Zenobia Marshall. Mrs.
Mary A. Gunn and Walter
Mackin of Chicago spent last
week in the city with relatives,








Herbert Simmons is here observed 
the
from Cleveland, Ohio, visiting Sum merfield Baptist church
members of his family here at 1383 Boxwood, and the
and others in Humboldt. guest speaker for the program
Miss Vera Harper. Mr. and was Mrs. Aline Johnson, a
Mrs. Ray Smith and son. Mrs.
Montana Harper and family member of the First Bap-
of Chicago and Willie Harper tist Church Bartlett.
of Atlanta are visiting their' Mrs. Lucille Joyner was the
father in the Gibson County chairman for Women's Day
hospital. He is much improved. and Mrs. Veaster Newsom
co-chairman.
Rev. L e on Brookins is
pastor of Summerfield Baptist.
James E. Green and Tytus
Green were here from Decatur,















night. Sept 23, will honor the
Women's Day guests of the
Mount Vernon Baptist church.
It will be held in the Fellow-
ship Hall and start at 8 P.M.
The guest speaker for the
Women's Day program on Sun-
day, Sept. 24, at 3 p.m. will
be Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson,
committees that have been
active this year.
The Committee on Economic
and General Welfare will
present suggested revisions t t
employment standards of the
association for review by
members attending the con-
vention.
All nurses who plan to attend
the convention should be
prepared to present their 1967




A reception on Saturday principal of the Mallory Heights
Elementary school.
Music for the program will
he sung by the choirsf Union
Valley and the Mount Nebo
1 Baptist churches.Miss Louise Martin is chair-
man of Women's Day, and Mrs.
Hattie B. Helms co-chairman.
Rev. J. L. Netters is pastor
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Slums And Racism
It is slowly sinking into the con-
sciousness of urban officials that fed-1
eral programs would never be large
enough to retrieve the poor permanent-
ly from the slums and the maddening
social conditions that eventuate into
riots. Governmental experiments with
social uplift, as a rule, are too transient
and too susceptible to the unpredictable
ebb and flow of politics to heal the
wounds of a sick society.
If society is to recover from the
ghetto sickness, private enterprise
would have to be enticed to do the job
through economic incentives. There is
much disillusionment with commit-
ments of either Congress or the federal
agencies to rebuild the rotting cores
of the nation's cities. They lack either
the vision or the will or both to face the
problem in its entirety and provide for
a long-range solution.
It may well be, as one nousing ad-
ministrator put it, that the entire con-
cept of federal aid as we know it may be
completely wrong. Even if the federal
government spent 10 times the money
it does now — which it won't — that
would not be enough to remove the ap- program as improvement of life in
paling conditions that deepen the slum black slums. In fact, they are the ones wealth, property
who keep the slums going by charging Negro citizens.
exorbitant rent and by refusing to im- Your return to Memphis will be a waste
prove or recondition their property. of time and effort if you think we will be coerced,
Whether the people in power realize insulted or right-scared into voting for A. W.
Willis, Jr. whom we find unworthy not because
of his black skin but because of his black heart.
May we suggest that your time might be
used more wisely to clean up the cause and ef-
fects of the riots in your own city of Detroit.




problems and their accompanying evils.
After 10 or 15 years of traditional
programs, there is little evidence of suc-
cessful coping with the problem in
Harlem, in Bedford-Stuyvesant, in Chi-
cago's Southside and Westside, in Watts'
and other urban areas where people are
still locked in unbearable ghettos.
In looking for alternative to federal
aid, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy urged
support for two bills he had introduced
in the Senate by saying they would
"add to our efforts the most vital source
of strength and sinew in the nation:
the energies, resources and talents \of
the private enterprise system."
One of the Senator's bills would
give generous tax benefits to private
SHAKE DOWN
industries willing to locate in slum areas
and guarantee jobs to local residents.
The other bill would use a combination
of low-interest mortgages and tax in-
centives to encourage industry to build
new or rehabilitated housing for low-in-
come families in blighted communities.
Sen. Kennedy estimated that the
mortgages and tax benefits would en-
able builders to reach two goals that are
now irreconcilable: low-cost housing and
substantial profits. He noted that tax
incentives were now given to such in-
dustries as oil and grain storage, but not
home-building.
The merits of the Kennedy's
bills are incontestable. There is, how-
ever, an almost unbridgeable gap be-
An Open Letter To The Editor 150 See
Dear Defender: I
U. S. Representative John Conyers, Jr. (D. Mich.) !Morns
Washington, D. C. .
We find it inconceivable that you, the Demo-
tween the social goals sought by hu- cratic United States Representative from
manitarians and far-sighted politicians Michigan, would come to Memphis and publicly
and the social stand-patters whose con- insult the Negro Ministry and an approximate 80
cern is limited to class privilege in per cent of the Negro community who do not
everything. Much of the free-enterprise endorse A. W. Willis, Jr., for Mayor of Memphis.
money is concentrated in the hands of Perhaps you should become better informed
men who want to preserve the status as to the real sell-out artist of this city — the
quo in any event and who, of course,
have no interest in such social welfare
the
it or not, the signs are clear that Amer-
ica's failure to wipe out the slums and
eliminate poverty is bringing her to the
brink of a revolution in which black will
be pitted against white in the bitterest
racial struggle of modern times. Here
lies the danger and hope of tlhe black
power movement which is gathering
strength and momentum through white
backlash to fair housing and integrated
public schools and through irrational,
indefensible opposition to those rights
that give meaning and substance to the
citizenship 9f the black minority.
The Struggle Goes On
Sentiment is growing in responsible
circles both in Britain and Rhodesia in
favor of a settlement cif the issues that
have set the two countries apart. The
finding of a common ground is the only
thing that stands in the way of reap-
prochement. Experts on both sides are
busily engaged in exploring that possi-
bility.
For a long while, the belief prevail-
ed among high-placed politicians that
the chasm between the two countries
was unbridgeable. It is hoped that the
current round of talks initiated by
Prime Minister Wilson in late July con-
ceivably could provide an answer. But
so secret are these negotiations that few
know how the winds are blowing.
There is fear, however, that the re-
cent scathing attack on Rhodesia's
Prime Minister
not hasten the settlement of differences
which are still straining the relations be-
tween Britain and Rhodesia.
George Thomas, newly appointed
British minister of state at the Com-
monwealth Office, lashed out at what
he called the oppression of black Afri-
cans. Judging from the reception his
maiden speech got, there is yet much
sympathy for the plight of the African
native who is unrepresented in the
Smith's government.
There is an incipient revolt among
a militant segment of the black popula-
tion. Though the initial stories have
been unmercifully crushed, much help is
coming from the adjoining African
states. The struggle may be enlarged so
as to beeome a major confrontation be-
fore Rhodesia can come to terms with
Ian Smith's regime may Britain.
Wallace And GOP
A George Wallace Presidential bid
would hurt the Republicans more than
it would the Democrats, a state-by-
state assessment by astute political
writers of the Christian Science Monitor
has disclosed. Wallace's candidacy would
cut considerably into the vote of the
Democrats, too. This is based on the as-
sumption that President Johnson will
be the Democratic candidate.
The Republicans would be affected
adversely by the Wallace presence in
the race in .14 states with 173 electoral
votes. At the same time the Democrats
would fare the worse from a Wallace
candidacy in eight states with 62 elec-
toral votes, the survey reveals.
The big imponderable at this time
is the identity of the GOP Presidential
nominee. The important element dis_
closed by the survey is the strong pull-
ing power Wallace apparently will exert
on the hardeore conservative--elements
In the Republican Party' — those who
made up much of the 27 million vote
total that former Senator Barry Gold-
water compiled in 1964.
The Monitor writers also report a
tide of anti Johnson and anti-Negro sen-
timent within the Democratic Party
that would flow to Mr. Wallace. But, in
the South, this sentiment might well
go to a conservative GOP candidate if
Mr. Johnson were the only opponent. As
of now, Alabama, Georgia, and Missis-
sippi probably would be won by Wallace.
And, throughout the South, Mr. Wallace
would stand in the way of any sizeable
GOP upsurge.
In the North the defection of con-
servative Republicans to Mr. Wallace is
likely to be somewhat larger than the
defection of Democrats to the former
Alabama governor.
The survey does not break down
into easy regional assessments. But, by
and large, a Wallace presence in the
Presidential race looms as a real prob-
lem for the Republican Party across the
nation.
BLACK JUDAS who pretends to fight the NE..
GRO cause but who secretly wheels and deals with
WHITE POLITICAL MACHINES




To Appear At Church
Mt. Olive C.M.E. Church
takes a step forward in pro-
moting good local government
and community relations when





Mayor William B. Ingram,
Jr., heads a list of candidates
who recently received the
endorsement of the Memphis
and Shelby County Tennessee
Veterans Voters League, of
which Rev. D.E. Herring is
chairm an.
Candidates in tie City Court
judges' race 'to get the organi-
zation's backing are Wayne
T. Deweese. Division 1; Judge
Bernie Weinman, Division 2.
and Judge Ray Churchill,
Division 3. Judges Weinman
an Churchill are seeking
reelection.
Endorsed by the League in
the district council race are
Rev. Alex ander Glaciney,
District 1; Fred Davis, Di-
strict 4; J. B. Trotter, District
6, and J. 0. Patterson, Jr.,
District 7.
Candidates for councilman-at-
large to get the League's sup-
port and the positions they
are seeking include Paul J.
Vescovo, 1; Drew J. Canale,
2; Clayton P. Elam, 3; L. J.
Weathers 4; Rev. S. B. Kyles,
3, and Bob Hawks, 13.
Rev. Herring said, "The
members of the Tennessee
Veterans Voters League be-
lieve these men will represent
all persons of the community
without regard to race, creed,
color, or national origin, with
honesty and fairness to all."
vest Day Sunday, September
24th.
Centering its ac tivitites
around the Harvest and politi-
cal season, Mt. Olive has
adopted the theme, "The
Church Involving Itself in
Good Government." Mt. Olive
embarked on an accelerated
community o u tgrowth pro-
gram about seven years ago.
The membership's decision
to invite the seven candidates
for Mayor of Memphis to par-
ticipate in an open panel dis-
cussion was an added effort to
strengthen this phase of the
Church's service.
The panel discussion will
take up the first half of the
Harvest Day activities: from
4:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the main
auditorium of the Church. At
Open
Headquarters
Some 150 persons were pre-
sent last Thursday night when
Charlie F. Morris, Sr., opened
his campaign headquarters
at 981 Alaska St. and received
a standing ovation from those
who packed his home.
Mr. Morris was introduced
as a man who will be able to
help the poor because he has
been a poor man himself,
and has been dealing with
those in dire need for mote
than 20 years.
Speaking about one of Mr.
Morris' opponents, one speak-
er said, "How can one born
with a silver spoon in hisi
mouth like Patterson know'
what it feels like to be poor?"
Another speaker said, "Mr.
Morris was so poor when he got
married that he had to borrow
a dime from his best man to
pay the preacher. But he is
still with the same wife he
started out with 25 years ago.
"Through hard work and
prayer, Mr. Morris has made
it over the hill, yet he re-
members his past condition
and others who have not
been as fortunate as he has
been," the speaker added.
Other speakers were Drew
Canale, Frank White and
Wayne T . D eweese, also
candidates in the coming elec-
tion.
this release formal acceptance
has been received from four
candidates.
The second half of the day's
activities — from 5:00 to
6:00 p.m. — will revolve
around a Tea in the Church's
dining room. The harvest
theme will be portrayed in
both decorations and refresh-
ments.
The public is invited to both
the panel discussion and the
Tea. Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, Jr.
Is pastor of Mt. Olive C.M.E.
located at 538 Linden Avenuel
Chairmen for the day are
James S o merville, Charles
Pickens, Mrs. Mozella Williams
and Mrs. Agnes Cook.
Attendance may influence





WASHINGTON — Now that the Negro publishers 
have





caothmeer satandrygotan;e wht eatbwig
tll
stobery
luncheoned and programmed to death, but the 
Pentagon
was smart as all get out when they scheduled 
McNamara
one-hell hour before the helicopters took the group 
off for
Aberdeen Proving Grounds . . . Democratic 
staffers are
the whisper-
taking a good hard look at the numbers of whites 
in the
employ of top Negro appointees here. Much of
lug began when Sam Nabrit left the Atomic 
Energy Com-
mission and word was passed that there were no 
Negroes
on his staff. A part of the problem is the phobia 
some of
the Negroes have when they come down here about 
integra-
tion. Many of them feel that they have to hire 
white
secretaries to show how fair they are. They have forgotten
that white executives have been hiring whites all along 
and
If the Negro is to get his foot in the door at the top 
level.
he will have to be pulled along by some of the Negroes at
the top. Which seems to support the constant campaign
against middle class Negroes forgetting their less fortunate
Brothers.
THE COMPUTER THAT the White House uses to spit
out names for Presidential appominted positions has done
it again. The electronic brain tossed out six names as
possibilities for the District's new city council. As the FBI
began running a check on the candidates, their identities.
were leaked to the press. Of coure, the papers ran the
stories and the public reacted. Among the Negro names
were M. Brent Oldham, an employee with the Commerce
Department. A former Lincoln U. (Mo.) prof., Oldham
has been on the federal payroll since the New Deal days.
He is virtually unknown as being active in Washington
affairs. The second Demqcratic selection was Joseph P.
Yeldell, a marketing sales representative with IBM. Yeldell
admits that he hasn't been active in civic affairs. The
third Brother was Robert G. McGuire. Jr., a Republican
and head of the McGuire's Funeral Service, the town's
leading Mortuary. Needless to say the Black Power boys
teed off on the choices as not being representative of the
poor. With all of the furor it is believed that a new list
will be developed. However, if LBJ feels that this group
is best for the city—well, he's pretty stubborn. Meanwhile,
someone had better oil the White house's computor. It
ain't operating right.
IDLE JOTTINGS: Lt. Lawrence Oxley's Pigskin Club
opens its fall season with its traditional black tie effort
on Oct. 27. The affair attracts more than 1500 every year
and lures some of D. C.'s biggest names in government.
Oxley has headed that organization for 20 years and as
long as it keeps its momentum, it doesn't look as if he
will be replaced . . . The Howard University turmoil re-
mains. About 120 students walked out on Dr. Jim Nabrit
at the school's opening ceremony. Nabrit is hoping that
the board names his successor soon. He's just sick and
tired of it all ... Cliff Alexander's dad, the retired banker,
has taken a new bride. She is former Mrs. Minnett Delph.
The younger Alexander is heading tip the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission and is LBJ's top race rela-
tions advisor . . . Dick Clark, the New Yorker who seeks
to find top jobs for the Brother in industry (which has
turned out to be quite a thing, these days), held a Job
Fair in Washington. It was a two-day event with personnel
men from leading U. S. firms in attendance. Avatus Stone.
former Syracuse grid star, is involved in the same type of
service with Freeman & Cole, Associates. Stone quit Peace
Corp to go into this private enterprise.
SOUP 'N SANDWICH TAWK. One of the livliest affairs
In D. C. in years was the recent fund raising effort held for
Gary's Richard Hatcher, Democratic candidate for mayor.
While his County organization put a freeze on his funds,
many nationally known Democrats rallied to his cause.
The biggest plus for this deal was Cie informality of the
evening and even those top office holders who plunked
down $25 to $50 to attend found the evening pleasurable.
Said some: "We liked it without the phoney restraints."
The big twist of whole deal is that so successful did the
D. C. boys take it, that now the Cleveland delegation to
D. C. is planning a similiar event for Carl Stokes. Joseph
Rauh, former Democratic leader in D. C. called the lunch-
eon to plan for the Stokes project. What it can really mean
is that Negroes running for office all over the United
States can began looking to Washington and the top Govern-
ment appointees to fund their campaigns. Many of the
jobs here are civil service but what self respecting Demo-
cratic, supping at the Democrat's public (?) trough—and
In his right mind, will turn down a ticket to one of these
deals? Well, let's Jost wait and see.
DON'T EXPECT ANY big news about Brothers from
here for quite awhile now. With Thurgood firmly on the
Court, other citizens of color in various positions, the trend
will be to cool it for a spell . . . Larry Still, the president
of the Capital Press Club who recently forsook the pro-
fessional row for government, is busy mapping plans for
the organization's 25th anniversary with an elaborate pro-
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neewhn conferring 4,orldin Isth,heeroergtahneivzaatiroe ani at nal
minority . . . Keep your eyes on the Michigan delegation 
here.here. There's likely to be some drastic changes as a result
of what's happening back home . . . Bid Matney, the NBC
personality who was honored by the Capital Press Club has
told intimates here that he is moving from Chicago to the
New York offices of the network.
Demonstrations, A Middle Class 'Happening'
By HARRY GOLDEN
On the weekend of April 15,
there were several demon-
strations against the Johnson
Administration's military com-
mitment in Vietnam. The most
notable of these took place in
New York City where over
100.000 people marched from
Central Park to the UN Plaza
there to hear Dr Martin
Luther King, Harry Belafonte,
Dr. Benjamin Spock and Stoke-
ly Carmichael condemn this
war effort.
I happen, as a citizen and
Democrat, not to agree with





wings. T h e
question I want








The answer is demonstra-
tions do work and the demon-
strators achieve goals though
rarely complete goals. But
there are certain conditions
demonstrations must fill before
any goals are realized..
Let me state unequivocally,
in America a demonstration
aimed at a social or political
end is invariably a middle-
and upper-middle class effort.
The movement to grant worn
en franchise succeeded be-
cause housewives, dowagers,
social workers, teachers, and
writers chained themselves to
firehydrants and marched six
abreast down Fifth Avenue.
The ballot is a middle-class
value; the rich would just as
soon the middle class did with-
out it and the very poor save
yet to learn tis power. Had it
been factory girls who wanted
to vote, or fallen women, skip
it.
The Negroes' march on
Washington in 1963 was also a
middle-class 'movement. If the
composition of the demonstra-
tors was not wholly middle-
class remember their goals
were integration which means,
if it means anything, a share
of all the middle-class goodies,
from fair employment and edu-
cation to washing machines
and mortgage laden houses wit
a white picket fence.
Thirty years before, when
some desperate veterans march
ed on Washington for relief
from the Depression, General
MacArthur simply dispersed
their concentration by dous-
ing_ their encampment at Ana-
costia Flats with tear gas.
And two years after the
march on Washington, some
poor delta sharecroppers camp-
ed outside *he Capitol but the
rest of their countrymen could
not relate to their neecis.
The sit-ins were the most
successful of all demonstrations
because they were organized
by college boys, the princes of
the middle-class and directed
at department stores, the pal-
aces of the middle-class.
As for the peaceniks, I'd say
this is what their demonstra-
tion gained that April Saturday:
any demonstration bucks up
the morale of the demonstra-
tors. A march affords all of
them the chance to feel that
others, a significant proportion
of voters, share their view:.
That is the prime reason for
any demonstration.
The second purpose, of
course, was to gain the at-
tention of the Administration.
They did. In fact, they got a
bigger rise out of the Ad-
ministration than I thought
they would, these housewives,
doctors, students, and realtors..
On Sunday, President John-
son, petulantly, I thought, in-
formed the country the FBI
was keeping its eye on anti-
war activity. Which for my
money means the FBI is keep-
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Wed To Lawrence Hill
Miss
came
Better Bus Service Is Promised
Residents of the District 6 A few other things Mr.
community are getting some Thomas saYs he will try to
Of the worst bus service in establish, if the people in
Memphis, says Dan J. Thomas District 6 pick him as their
Jr., candidate for councilman councilman on Oct. 5,
from the area, and if elected he
says he will do something
about it.
Betty Sue Hollowell daughter of "It's the
the bride of Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Lenard Hollowell City where





St. Thomas Catholic church





The G n o sis Glint club
luncheon was held on Sunday,
Sept. 17, in the Red Room of
the Hotel Claridge with Miss
Minnie Lee Allen as the
hostess.
Devotion was given by Mrs.'
Roland P o w ell, and the
speaker, Samuel T. Ruther-
ford; director of the Children's
Bureau, was introduced by
Miss Allen
Membtrs on hand for the
luncheon were Mrs. Elizabeth
1 Woods. president; Mrs. MaryFlemings, Mrs. Ethel Davis,
Mrs. Edna Latham, Mrs.
Josie London, Mrs. Cornelia
Kelley, Mrs. Bell Pettigrew,
Mrs. Alva Hunter, Mrs. Rosa
Delcove. Mrs. Nannie Evans,
Mrs. Polly Hern, Mrs. Rosa L.
Bennett, Mrs. Gertrude, John-
son, Mrs. Addle Grant and Mrs.
Una B. James.
Guests included Mrs.
Katherine Alford, Mrs. Carrie
Wilson. Mrs. Maggie New-
som, Mrs. Birdie Lenoir,
Dennis Hearn and Mrs. Tom
Ella Stillman.
Fruit was sent to Mrs. Eliza
Mimms and Mrs. Willie Davis.
Prizes were presented to
persons holding luckly num-
bers.
Every one you light you like.
Viceroy's good taste
never quits.
ft IMP lett4 AO. 0,1i,{
bride is the
the son of Mrs, Mary Hill and
the late Mr. James C. Hill.
The bride was given in mar-
'lag, by her father. She wore
a gown of Belgium lace over
silk with scooped neckline and
long sleeves.
Her train was of silk with
organza appliques. Her veil
was a cluster of silk organza
petals surrounded by pearls.
Miss Mabelene Edington of
Memphis was maid of honor.
Miss Amette Corley, also of
Memphis, was bridesmaid.
They wore blue gowns designed
with empire waistlines and
wore matching hats.
Jimmy Goodwin was best
man and Richard Beachum
attendant.
The bride's sister, Pamela
Elise Hollowell, was flower
girl, and Gary Holmes the
ring bearer.
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held for the
couple at the home of the
bride's parents at 1745 Kendale.
After a honeymoon, the




only section of the
one has to transfer
bus to get down-
said a survey in-
are:
1. A central service office
where the people can come in
and talk to them about his
problems. •
2. Orderly planning in civic
involvement.
3. Enforcement of the city












owners of rental property
will have to install bath-
rooms and face bowls in
homes where at present there
is only a commode in the way
of modern conveniences.
A Memphian for nearly
all his life, Mr. Thomas lists
his occupation as a "re-
modeling contractor." He is
a member and secretary of
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Mr. John H. Smith Mrs. Edna Agness
618 Edith 705 Lucille
Mr. Roosevelt Wooltolk Mrs. Lenoria McGowan
Meridian, Miss. 920 David
Watch 5 exciting races every Saturday night on Channel 5, WMC-TV, 7 to 7:30 P.M. Play right in your own living room. Ploy a
party and invite your friends over for on exciting night at the races. For fun and excitement play "It's Racing Time". You
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"As the essence of courage is
to stake one's life on a pos-
sibility, so the essence of






salad and hot rolls all which
iwere deliciously devoured with
dry dinner wine. Dessert
'was ice cream and delicious
strawebrries and cookies. This
Barbara Randle Plans
October 4 Wedding
carved fireplace screen which out it was . .there were huge, Mrs. Lester M. Randle of ca, the Jacquelettes Social club,
is gold gilded on one side and eiack pots with golden brown 
9.3411 Greeneood has announced the Sel-Che-Bi-Phy Science club
ebony on the other and Chi- the engagement and forthcom- and a majorette.  fish swirling around in It and ing marriage of her daughter,
She attended the 1964 Sum-
nese clossienee ware from
ithe best hush puppies ever Miss Barbara A. Randle, toTaiwan.
Rube. SO ght feted her friends
potato salad and slaw Calif. Moyne college where she
Walter Salter was followed by champagne.
With the Girls. . Clara l Satiated with the catered
Brawner, o u r I one ladyIdinner the femmes then turned
doctor who treads in the foot. to bridge. Clara was hostessIsteps of her late medical par excellente passing out those
parents. Dr. and Mrs. Jeffever so delicious chocolate
Brawner, .e n t e rtained her covered stra wherries and
bridge mates in Semper Fide- cigarettes, and at the turn of
les in grand style Saturday the last hand at bridge, she
evening at her home on Wood- nonchalantly hung two gor-
la wn. geous silk kimonos on the
The girls were absolutely chandeliers — her first two
enchanted with the scenic club prizes.
effects provided by Clara's Excitement ran high as
pictures from her trip to the tallies were scored and just
Orient last April. She had the ecstatic over the rose kimono
mirror and piano in the living she chose with the gold designs
and dining rooms decorated in the back was lucky Bertha.
with the pictures and also Velma's second prize was
orchid colored fans from the equally as beautiful the egg-
fabulous Thai Airlines "Royal shell kimono with a pagoda
Orchid Flight." Just hearing in the back, and Maydella
about that flight is thrilling -- chose a gorgeous handker-
orchids upon entering the plane,
champagne, crab meat patties,
just a gourmand's delight!
Members and guests settled
in the family room where Clara
showed slides taken in such
places as Hong Kong, Taiwan, black beaded gloves and party
Taipan. Singapore. Bangkok, aides Jewel. who chose a
Toyko. Taipei and Manila.Ihanderchief and yours truly
Hors D'oeuvers and cocktails'choosing a perfectly beautiful
accompanied the movies, silk purse set, you know a note
"Divine" chimed Adelaidepad, cosmetic bag, eye glass
Randle, M a y della Reeves, case, key ring, tissue holder
Ardenia H e r ndon. Juanita and cigarette case.
Arnold, Willie T. Jones. Velma, Gertrude walker came in
Williams, G e o rgia Dancy, just in time for the last cup
Aretta Polk, Bertha Raye with of coffee and more champagne.
guests Alma Booth, Elizabeth, Clara's tallies were sequinned
Shaw, Jewel Hulbert and yours
truly when they viewed the
bountiful table in the dining attire also, green silk pants,
T00111. and a silk blouse of kaleido-
Piece de resistance was scopic colors of yellow, blues
prime roast beef, baked potato and green. She "brung" seve-
with sour cream and bacon, ral objects d'art from her tra-
tomato stuffed with crab vels — a jade horse, from
meat, French string beans, Singapore, a gorgeous wood
chief.
Also happily claiming prizes
which Clara brought back
from the Oreint were Eliza-
beth, a pair of long beaded
gloves. Alma a pair of shorted
Japanese fans, and she carried
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in Coterie royally t'other
Saturday evening, and they
dined on stuffed chicken breast,
wild rice, with chestnuts, con-
gealed fruit and whipped cream
salad, asparagus with Hol-
landaise sauce, home made
bread, red wine, and iced tea.
Dessert, yes I said dessert,
was strawberry ice cream and,
cake.
Fun and good food could well
be their motto for that's what
;they had. Gloria Lindsey was
,on hand to help her mother
dispense with the frilly aprons
which were given to all the
members and guests and noyel
telephone apparatus which was
given for fun prizes.
Partaking of the feast and
games were Edith Herron,
Estelle Eggleston, Flora Coch-
rane, Ada Ateman. Dimple
Levison, Ruth Weed, Orena
Laneford, Jeanette Carr, Leona
Jamison, Grace Tardy, Tyree
Campbell and guests Cleora
Neale and Ann Weathers:
New members. Alice Minor,
and Vanetta Watson were in-
ducted into the Utopian Bridge
Club when Shirley McDonald
hosted the first meeting of the
season.
On hand to bid them wel-
come were Dorothy Akins,
Carrie Young, Mableline
Lloyde, Jimmie McClure, Jo
Ann Melton and Juanita H.
Crump. Guesting were Max-
eine Bradley and Connie
Brown. Prize winners were
Mabeline. Carrie and Vanetta.
Emma Tom Johnson took
I her turn at entertaining the
IFour Suiters Saturday at the
Lorraine and gifted her win-
ners with jewelry and per-
fumed soap. Club winners were
Gertrude Walker, Thelma Har-
ris, and Bennie Williams, and
guest winners were Ethel Tar-
pley. Catherine Johnson, and
Myrtle White.
Others on the scene were
Gloria Howard, Lois Har-
graves, Celia Chaplin, Jewel
Bethel, C h arlene McGraw,
Alma Holt, Celestia Porter,
Bertha Johnson and other
guests Helen Batts, who was
Scorekeeper and Grace Bran-
don.
FISH FRY. . .The Tri-State
Sportsman's Club closed out
their summer activities with a
fish fry at Simpson's Farm
Vother Sunday. What a close
Iwbich was complimented by Deroyce Holman of Compton, mer Science Institute at Le-
Salem-Gilfield
CYO To Sponsor
IsFamily groups spotted in the The bride-elect is also the presently an advanced sopho-last outing of the season were daughter of the late Mr. Willie more majoring in biology. MissJulius and Alieke Isabel, Taylor
and Frances Hayes, Thomas
ani Vivian Willis, the Presi-
dent William and Nettie Parker
and their daughters, Pearl and
Joyce. Theron and Nell North.
cross and their children Debbie,
Theron. Jr , and Reggie, Fred
and Margaret Rivers, Odell
Horton, Odell, Jr., Sameul
Johnson, Maceo and Harriett
Walker, Harold Whalum with
his boys. Skipper and Roy,
Oscar and Jewel Speight,
H. A. and Leola Gilliam,
Charles Pinkston with his
brood, Mikki, Toys, Carmen
and Bonnie and his brother,
Howard and his boys Howard.
Jr., and Gene and more of
FASHION NOTES. . .Don't Bride Of Floyd Banks
forget to see "Fashions in
Splendor" Sunday at the Shera-
ton-Peabody sponsored by the
Los Doce Amigos, Martha
IJean Steinberg, will fly in from
IDetroit to narrate the show.
lit's for the benefit of the
Pentecostal Day Care Center.
Heard A. C. Williams say
the other morning that he's
been a visiting in Detroit and
found the Queen doing well.
One of her co-workers is Wash
Allen who's also a former
WDIAer. He was a teenage
disc jockey if I remember
correctly and is now program
director at WJLB in the Motor
City.
A 'Green Tea'
The Christian Youth Organi-
zation of Salem Gilfield Baptist'
church will present its _annual
Green Back Tea and Fashion
in the lower auditorium of the
church on Sunday. Dept. 24,
from 4 to 6 p.m.
The Tea captains, with the
exception of one young man,
I will wear green dresses with
corsages of green mnoey.
Misses Joy Harvey and Brenda
McCargo are in charge of
fashions.
The tea and fashion show
will take place in a setting de-
corated with money. A goal
of $500 has been set, and prizes
will be given to the captain
raising the most money. The
public is invited.
Mrs. M. B. Purdy is sponsor.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is pas-





ary Society of Avery Chapel
AME church will present its
annual Fellowship Dinner dnd
Fashion show in the dining
room of the church at 882
E. Trigg ave. on Friday night.
Sept. 29, beginning at 6:30
p.m. The public is invited.
Persons who wish to attend
the affair should make res-
ervations with the members
of the Society on or before
Sept. 29
Mrs. ifattye L. Harrison is
president of the Society, and
Mrs. Willie M. Bailey secre-
tary.
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J. Randle, Sr.
The prospective bridegroom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Holman of 673 Whitting
ton.
The ceremony will take place
on Wednesday night, Oct. , at
7 p.m. at the New Era Baptist
church.
Miss Randle is a 1965 gradu-
ate of Melrose High school,
where she was a member of
the New J-lomemakers of Ameni
Randle is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Also a graduate of Melrose
High school, the prospective
bridegroom is making his home
in California.
While a student at Melrose,
he was a member of the rifle
and football teams.
He is a former student at
Com pton college where he
majored in drafting before his
enlistment in the U.S. Navy.
Miss Phyllis Ross
course.
HIPPY COUPLE — Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Banks are
seen leaving the altar of
Miss Phyllis Ross became
the bride of Floyd Banks here
recently at the St. Thomas
Roman Catholic church with
Father Theodore Weise offi-
ciating.
The bride is the daughterI
of Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam Jar-
mon of 2025 Kelther Circle,i
and the groom the son ofl
Mrs. Maggie Banks of 12671
Gill.
The bride's gown was of
white with full train. There
were five bridesmaids and
groomsmen. Miss Doris Fant
was the maid of honor and
St. Thomas Roman Ca-
tholic church after their
recent wedding. The bride
Frank Banks was best man.
Among the many guests
were Mrs. Annie Mae Jones,
grandmother of the bride; Mr.
and Mrs. Barney Webb and
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Burdette,
all of Como, Miss.: Mr.
and Mrs. James Mills and
Louis Bozof.
Following t h e ceremony,
the couple were given a recep-
tion in the Jeromme Room
of the Rivermont hotel. The
couple will live in Chicago
where both are workers in
the Chicago Public School Sys-
tem.
is the former Miss Phyllis
Ross.
BY Mon Claire
14 North Main Street
Corw of Cowl owl Main (Downstairs) 527-3619
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
• Handmade Wigs — $49"
• French Wigs
• Long Faits .-0$389s
• Hair-Lon Fall sirs
•Wiglets — Sr,
'24" • Expert Styling
$300
ASI1T FREE WE NI A"NOR BANKAMERICARD
Miami Beach VACATION eIV/iewa ,
BARBARA RANDLE
Gordon's Vodka
the only vodka with a
patent on smoothness.
SO MOCK 0.sTI„ I D FRO GUS 5010058 661 MI CO.. LTD. tIDOtI. IL
downtown • union ave.
southland mall
C S S
fashion specialists in sires




sizes 161/2 to 261/2
soft, fluid crepe of (Keefe/
rayon with bonded lining for
shape retention . . . Abram,
styling orttenleti by a lovely
gold pin and welt seaming ...
choose black or royal blue.
MAIL ORDERS: Add 50e postage
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MR. AND MRS. FRANK REYNOLDS
Jeanette Bates Wed To Frank
Reynolds In Rites At St. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rey-
nolds were married recently at
St Thomas Catholic Church
with the pastor the Rev. Theo.
dote Weiser, 0.F.M., officiat-
ing at the Nuptial High Mass.
The bride is the former Miss
Jeanette Bates, daughter of
Mrs. Magnolia Bates of 51
Simpson. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Reynolds
of 1372 Doris.
The comely young bride, who
was given in marriage by her
brother, Willie Bates, wore
a bridal gown designed of
faille taffeta. The modified em-
pire silhouette was accen-
tuated by a banding of re-
embroidered Alencon lace at
the waistline. The lace was
repeated in a deep applique
edging the Bishop sleeve. The
chapel-length train fell from d
high back.
The bridal veil of English
illusion was attached to a
cluster of rose buds and leaves
touched with pearls.
Miss Jeanette Bates, sister
of the bride, was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Joyce Gates, Miss Kathleen
Reynolds, sister of the Groom;
and Miss Joyce Johnson of
Houston, Texas. They wore
gowns of samaron rose crepe
shaped with fitted bodice and
slightly flared skirts. The back
fullness fell from the shoulder
extending into a sweeping
train.
A single Dtmchess rose of
matching pink was softened
with an overlay of pink veil
ing comprised their pretty
headpieces. Their bouquets
were of rainbow carnations
and variegated greens.
Morman Reynolds, brother of
the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Reginal
Pippin, Melvin Owens, and
Larry Shores.
Roman Bates, nephew of the
bride, was r ing bearer.
Deborah Reynolds, sister of
the groom was flower girl.
Carl Reynolds, brother of the
groom and Anthony Whitlow
were altar boys at the Nuptial
Mass.
The bride's mother enter-
tained with a reception follow-
ing the ceremony at the Top
Hat and Tails Clubhouse.
Among the out-of-town guests
were Joe Dukes, from Denver,
Colorado; Miss Texana Byrd,
Houston, Texas; Billy Isabell,
Miss Barbara Garrett, and
P.:iss Ruth Garrett all -from
Nashville and Mames Green,
of Miami.
Among the other guest
attending the wedding and
reception were Mrs. B. G.
Olive, Jr., godmother of the
bride; Mrs. John Whey and
her daughter Felicia; Mrs.
S. P. Washington, Mrs. Doris
Bell, Mrs. Rufus Thomas,
Mrs. Thelma Hooks, Mrs. Hilda
Cox, Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Olive. Mrs. William J. Pippin
and her daughters Johnsie,
Thomaslnce, and Bo nnie;
Mr and Mrs. W. E. Bates, and
their daughter Patrice Simone,
Miss Alteena Foster with
her mother Mrs. Alton Foster,
MISS Carmen& Guy with her
sister Miss Francine Guy;
Miss Gertrude Walker, State
Representative and Mrs.
A. W. Willis, Jr., and daughter
Stephanie: Mrs. Charlene Tur-
ner, Miss Maggie McDowell,
Mrs. Addle Crawford, Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Jeffries and
Mrs. Grace Farris.
Also e x tending congratu- dolyn;
lations to the likeable young
couple were Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Adams, Mrs. Harry
Chambers, Mrs. Marie Ernest,
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Harris,
Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Mrs.
Louis Malvezzi, Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Jacob and their son
Frederick Jr., Mrs. William
Castle, Mrs. James Harris
and Pearline and Ralph; Mrs.
Sadie Payne, Sgt. and Mrs.
N. L. Payne, Jr., and their
son, Jackie; Miss Rosemary
Waller, David Green. Mrs.
Johnnie Wardsworth, Mrs. N.
J. Squalls, Miss Jacqueline
Randolph, Mrs. Angelo Ran-
dle, Mrs. Rosa N. Murrell,
Mrs. Myrtle Reed, Mac
Harris, Mrs. Reva Earnest,




A gala evening of fashions
will be spotlighted next Sunday
afternoon when the Las Doce
Amiga. club presents "Fash-
ions in Splendor" at 5 p.m. in
the Sheraton-Peabody hotel.
Fashions from a number of
local clothing stores will be
modeled.
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg,
a radio personality from De-
troit, known there as "Martha
Jean, the Queen," will be the
narrator for the show, the
proceeds of which will go to
the Pentecostal Temple Child
Care Center account.
Musical background for the
show will be furnished by
Samuel Flagg at the organ,
with Rozell Hughes singing
between scenes.
Simplicity and elegance will
be viewed in designs ranging
from daytime casual to drama-
tic evening wear.
Attendance prizes will be




The adult choirs of Morning
View Baptist church at 1636
Carnegie St. will present the
"Stories Behind the Hymns
and Spirituals" at a program
to be given at the church next
Sunday, Oct. 1, at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Anna Davis, Mrs. Music will be rendered by
Rosa Burts, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Payne, and their
daughter Rosalyn Cherelle,
Mrs. Marilyn McFalen, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Person, grand-
parents of the groom: Mrs.
Helen Dukes and Miss Willa
Stovall.
The bride is a graduate of
Tennessee Nikita State university
where she was a member of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
She is a children's librarian
at the South Branch of the
Memphis Ci ty Li braries.
The groom attended Missis-
sippi Valley State College be-
fore entering the Army and
has served in Viet Nam. He
is employed by the National
Bedding Company.
The couple is a home at 888
Kerr, Apt. 12 in Chateau Kerr.
the combined choirs of the
church, which add up to 75
voices.
The narrator for the program
will be Rev. Percy Jones, Sr.
of Beulah Baptist church.
Guest soloists will be Mrs.
Claudia Wilson, Mrs. Louise
Robinson, Mrs. Ozell Clayborn,
Mrs. Wydis Mitchell, Mrs.
Grace Connely, George Yancy,
Elias Williams and W.O. Wood-
ruff.
Guest choirs will be Harris
Memorial CME and St. James
AME churches.
Mrs. Kathy Dandridge is
program director, Leon
Knowles president of the choir,
and Mrs. Sarah Rushing chair-
man.
Rev. L.D. Wortham is pastor
of the church.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966




341 UNION AVE. 82,6-8207
•2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451
lir Standard of theWorld
COUPE DE 'VILLE
IN MOTORING PLEASURE
HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE
MADISON CADILLAC





James E. Rixter arrived
home this week and will
celebrate his twenty-first
birthday on Sept. 29. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Mater of 133 S.
Lauderdale. He enlisted in
the Navy one month after
graduating from Hamilton
High school in 1964, and is
stationed at San Francisco;
he served two years over-
seas. QM3 Rixter I s a
member of N e w Hope
Baptist church pastorate




CANADIAN WHISKY -A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES, SIX YEARS OLD. 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, N Y.C.
...MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD :-)10Rt--
EAST- 5014 POPLAR At Menden





































DOMINO or GODCHAUX SUGAR
SUGAR
WITH COUPON




With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon rnerchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded n ccrnplionc• with state law).
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon,
Oct. 3. Anti Iso excluded in coupon redemption.
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Sports Horizon
The Memphis Intercollegiateled. into two six team divisions
Athletic Association enters into•based on the boy population of
its third week of football play .the member schools
with at least 10 teams making' After two weeks of action
strong early showings. The 24-
team league is divided into
two divisions. The Red Division
and Blue Division are divid-
Hamilton, Washington,
Manassas are the leading
tenders for the title in
AAAA League. In AAA
ver, Douglass and White Station
b0Pe to upset highly regarded
C.B H.S. With Central and
Treaawell rounding out the
league, it could be the most
closely contested circuit.
The AA favorite is Catholic
led by its explosive pair, Stet
leech and Keh in Milani, The
and Terriers, after routing Jackson
con Tenn., in its opener. were
theTanked number one by state





• ENDORSED BY THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
• OWNER OF PAUL'S TAILORING
* Air Force Combat Veteran WWII * President Junio
r Chamber of Commerce 1959-60
1 
* Chairman Volunteer Service Bureau 1965 * 
Community Relations Committee 1959-1967
* Cynthia Milk Fund Committee 1961-67 * Famil
y Service Board 1960-65 ,
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Jane Parker Baked Foods!
ENRICHED BREAD SALE!
89WHITE(Save 90) 1 Lb.4-oz,Loaves
-) Giant Jelly Roll Pumpkin Pie
ea 590SPECIAL! SAVE 10c
A&P FRUIT DRINKS
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NOW 11 STORES TO SERVE YOU IN MEMPHIS
SHOP MIE 423 NORTH 1500 SOUTH
OF TNESE: CLEVELAND LAUDERDALE
crew will get another acid test I Raymond Chapman, who scoo I bled Manassas to score key
when they face the Washing- ed four touchdowns each agains , wins, for the Tigers are trad
i-
ton Warriors. The big clash is Lester, earned golden shoes in th:nally slow starters. Bef
ore a
scheduled for Crump Stadium the process. The last Warrior1arge turnout at Melrose Stado
Friday night. Despite last to achieve this feat was Oscar um last week Manassas came
week's. loss to Hamilton. Ber- Reed, now a candidate as a from behind to nip Melrose 
in
trand is still the team to beat senior fo all-American honors a 20-19 thriller
.
in the A class. Trezevant figure at Colorado State University. Quarterback Harold Gray l
ed
to give the Thunderbolts thelLester never got uncra
nked the Tigers to paydirt in the
biggest run for a playoff berth as the Warriors breezed 
to a
to determine the M.A.A.11. 52-0 half time bulge. 
A stiff
Championship. The Division test awaits Washington as 
the
Championship games (AAA scalpers ready for their scrap
vs. AAA and AA vs. A) in theiwith Catholic (1-0) who 
was
City-Playoff will be playedlidle last week.
on Friday. November 17. TheiMANASSAS STOPS MELROSE
City Championship game will For the fi
rst time in three
be played on Thanksgiving years Manassas and 
Melrose
Day or Friday, November 24. have been able to play on 
their
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS 'original date. The 
past two
' Coach Charles Lomax first years heavy rain
s blown in
order of business after Wash- from seasonal 
hurricanes hav,
.ington had run roughshod over caused the game 
to be reset
,!Lester, 66-6, was to put in a un;i1 later in the season.
!requisition for a supply of Many of the 
grandstano






last five minutes of the game
and held off a desperate last
ditch effort by Melrose to wrap
up the narrow victory. The
difference was the two con-
versions kicked by Eddie Per-
kins. Assistant Coach Jesse
Wilburn felt that a crucial
penalty marked off against the
Golden 'Cats when they had
penetrated deep into s coring
territory late in the game was
the turning point of the game.
CATS WHIP BOLTS
According to Hamilton, its
lowly 1966 finish is all behind
them and this is a new day as
the Wildcats knocked off
Father Bertrand 33-13 last
week at the Fairgrounds with
surprising ease. Hot from its
40-0 slashing of Kingsbury,
10amilton ran its record to 2-011unt rushed for TD
's. The lone
behind some fine offensive;toichdown pass wa
s a 70-yard
play spearheaded by junior play from Odie 
Waller to Willie
lsignal caller Billy "The Kid" Gunn. Waller also 
added a
Richmond. Richmond firediscore on a 10 yard keep
er play.
'four TD bombs to favorite. DOUGLASS' GOI
NS GONE
target, end Sam Cole and Douglass knocked 
Mitchell
cashed in one other on a long Road for the und
efeated list
gallop himself. Derek Wagner by tagging the Tigers with a
2'.-0 setback. Eddie Goins rush-
ed for a massive 270 yards
'including TD runs of 80 and
60 yards last Saturday night at
Melrose Stadium. Walter Lee
and Sid Woods also scored for
Douglass.
ran a kick ck 85 yards after
a Hamilton core to make the
:score a bit more respectable,
however the Bolts could gene-
irate few sustained drives.
CARVER FLATTENS MERRY
Carver found the heavy Jack-
son Merry High' line tough to
go through but found little
runners skirted the ends. The Henry Hooksresistence when the Cobra
results gave Carver a resound-
ing 45-7 verdict over the visi-
tors at Washington Stadium.
Larry Stevenson, who has
' been doing the job for the
Cobras s i nce the eighth-
grade, is even better as a sen-
ior. The three-sport athlete ran
for four touchdowns to lead the
on slaught against Merry.













NEWSBURGH, N. Y. - Mas-
ter Sergeant Henry A. Hooks
III, son of Mrs. B. C. Hooks
of 1817 Norfolk st., Memphis.
has received his third award
ot the U. S. Air Force Com-
mendation Medal at Stewart
AFB, N. Y.
Sergeant Hooks was decorat-
ed for meritorious service as
a radar technician at the Tan
Son Nhut AB, Vietnam. He
was cited for his outstanding
skill and initiative.
He is now at Stewart with
the Air Defense Command
which p r o vides aerospace
defense against hostile air-
craft and missiles.
The sergeant, whose father,
H. A. Hooks, Jr., resides at
388 S. Third, Memphis, attend-
ed Manassas High school.










(Black-wall,' tubeless, Plus $1.93
Federal Excise Tax)
Special price good only till Oct. :3, 1967.
Extra Special!
Wheel Balancing
99c per wheel.. .(Weights included)
Regular price S2.00 per wheel.
Offer ends Oct. 3, 1967.
Take advantage of both these specials
and charge it on your Humble Credit
Card. Other credit terms also available
A New Idea in Car Repairs-We CalUit "customer Satisfactiim."
Our new Atlas Grip-Safe is an outstanding
value any time ... even more so at our
special sale price. Unique modern
styling, outstanding traction with wider
tread and full-strength cord body add
up to more safety, a smoother ride, longer
tire life!
Other Gripsafe Sizes Equally Low Priced
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• *FREE • FREE* FREE •
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SOUTHGATE CAR CARE CENTER
PANE 948-0419
1890 S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ
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Mid-South Fair Will
Begin This Friday
A bustling "city" is spring-!the installation of myriad
log up on 151 acres of real,lelephones, c o m plete with
estate in mid-Memphis and its 'switchboard, a police station, a
population is expected to have,r post office, a bank, a trailer
exploded from about 1,000' court- All necessary to keeping
persons to 700,000 by Septem- the "city" alive for nine days.
ber $0. The horde of fairgoers will
The advance guard of con- be attracted by such things as
struction workers, utility men, a Livestock Show with prized
concessionaires and a multi- cattle and swines from 18
plicity of others who put to- states competing for more than
gether the Mid-South Fair were $75,000 in premiums; exhibits
under a full head of steam to galore including a Navy Jet
ready the big Exposition for its trainer which visitors can
nine-day run, starting Friday, "fly" under simulated con-
Sentember 22, and continuing ditions; an extensive soybean
through Saturday, September display; the latest 1968 auto-
30. mobiles; everything in cooking,
After everything is set, Ten- baking. sewing, flowers, cos-
nessee Governor Buford Elting- metics; and an elaborate edu-
ton and a host of other digni- cation e x hibit which 250
taries will get the 111th Mid- students in Memphis and
South Fair underway with pro- Shelby County schools have
per ceremonies on Friday. been putting together for al-
Fair President Joe Pipkin most a year.
predicts about 700,000 from at That's just a sampling of the
least eight states of the Mid- very important agricultural, in-
South will have passed through dustrial and educational as-
the gates before midnight, pects of the Fair. Then you
September 30. A total of 660,443 get into the entertainment
persons saw the 1966 Fair. phase and here the doors open
That was a record. wide. The Giant Free-O-Rama,
Meanwhile, with the opening which returns by popular de-
just days away, the compare- mends, will include Mark
tive calm and bleakness of the Wilson's Magic Land of Allaka-
other 11 months of the year zam, a new and different magic
has been transformed into a claimed by 20,000.000 viewers
sea of color and activity. Iplus audiences overseas; Sabu,
The "city effect comes in one of the country's smallest
performing elephants with a
, variety of 28 tricks; Sensational
Parker, who thrills the crowd
on a breakaway pole high
above the Fairgrounds; and thej





GRAMBLING, La. — Nine
members of the Grambling Col-
lege faculty have received
promotions in rank for the
1967-68 session, Dean E. L.
Cole announced this week.
The list contains three facul-
ty members elevated to the
rank of professor, two pro-
moted to associate professor,
and four named assistant pro-
fessor.
Professors are Dr. John Mo-
land, sociology: Dr. Eva Pearl
Lewis and Dr. Sarah Wil-
liams, both education.
Roy B. Moss, education; Mrs.
Corine Carpenter, business
education, and Chester Jordan,
zoology, were designated as-
sociate professor, while Miss
Roselyn Brown, science super-
vising teacher; Grambling High
school; L a w rence Garner,
history; and Wallace Bly,
physical education supervising
teacher, Grambling High school
were upgraded to assistant
professors.
SPONSOR FALL FASHIONS
— The Citizens Committee
Council presented a Fall.
Fashion Review on Sunday,
Sept., 3, at the Sarah Brown
branch of the YWCA, and
Two-time oly mp le and
Tigerbelles c o ach, Edward
S. Temple was elevated to co-
ordinator of track and field
athletic director, announced
last week.
"This places the university's
men and women's track pro-
gram under coach temple's
dirlieSon," Gentry ex-
plained.
"In my letter recommend-
ing putting the school's track
program under one administra-
tive head, we stated that this
elevation was befitting Tem-
ple's 17 years of success with
our women's team that has
contributed so much toward
the stature of this university.
The state of Tennessee and the
nation in the area of track and
field," Gentry concluded.
"I am quite pleased with
my new role and I know it is
going to be a great challenge,"
Temple confessed. "Our big
job will be to ge4 the men's
track program moving again.
However. I am relieved some-
what because from where I
stand our men's program can't
go anyway but up."
Mr. Temple related that
he will use his first year as
head track administrator to
study and evaluate the men's
program, find another assis-
tant to add to his present aid,
Arthur Simmons, and organize
his entire program on a com-
mittee basis in order to formu-
late future plans.
"We must remember that
1968 is an olympic year and
we will be trying to get as
many Tigerbelles on the U.S.I
-
Olympic Team as possible," he
added.
"For this year, we will
not schedule any indoor meets
for the men's track team be-
cause all of the recruiting has
been completed, and we do
CHURCH OFFICIALS — Dr.
C. D. Pettaway, center. of
Little Rock, Ark., resigned as
president of the National
Baptist Convention of Ameri-
Peace Corps Volunteer
Is Going To Venezuela
James Oliver Gross has re-;education and to introduce
*sally been na med a physical education activities in-
Peace Corps Volunteer in Vene to as many schools as possible.
zuela after having completed They will teach sports, games
DEFENDER
shown here are members of
the organization and coordi-
nators of the event. Seated
from left are Mrs. Thelma
Robinson, Mn, Lorene
Flowers, genet al chairman;
Mrs. Pearline Bess, co-cliair-
man; Miss Deborah Green,
coordinator; Mrs. Georgia
Lynom, Mrs. Pauline Ste-
phens, Mrs. Della Blair, Mrs.
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
personnel we are going to track administration, sched- 
25.lnot really know the kind ofIly working with the overall cAR wAsH
•
: Ettectiye November 2 9 i 9 6 S
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
have," he said. uling track meets for re- VI
"When we are completely ,cruiting personnel, fighting orr . a
organized and our program is'adequate budget and looking a I Sat nt Sen. 11 25 •Monday •put into effect," Mr. Templelafter the retention of my ath- II Sat Liner 8 AM to 6 PM
confided, "My job will be main-letes." i up sun Open 8 &M to 2 P M ttl 
II
 a Friday •
1 
•a
: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :•• 3-TOO—Siniimer at Baltic
ranim0111111•1111111111111111111111•11•111••11 •11 •111111111,
ca during its annual meeting ;
In Indianapolis recently. Dr. 1
J. C. Sams, left, of Jackson- '
vine, Fla., was elected presi-
dent, and Dr. M. L. Price,
right, of Houston. was elected
vice president. The organi-




The Social Concern Com- the establishment of area
mittee of Beulah Baptist vocational centers.
church sponsored a rally for In the crowd during the
11 weeks of training at the and dance. organize intramu- Fred Davis, candidate for rally was a group of en-
University of South Florida ral and inter-school athletic 
councilman of District 4, on thusiastic t e enagers called
in St. Petersburg, Fla. Monday night, Sept. 11. "Youth for Fred Davis." Theprograms and coach district
teams. A large crowd was on young people have been can-
To help fill the great need'hand for the rally and in-'%assing t h e neighborhoods
for trained physical education eluded not only members of
instructors, they will also help
train Venezuelan teachers.
During their training
periods, the new Volunteers
studied both teaching methods
and Spanish, learning to ex-
plain and demonstrate numer- zens who cannot afford to pay
ous sports and games in the lawyers; the establishment of! 
language. a human relations commission; ,
Florida they received intro- juvenile delinquency preven- To Run InAt the University of South a strong program of crime and
duction to Venezuelan culture,.tion; a d equate park and
politics and history. recreational f a cWties, and Track Meets
JAMES GROSS
Mr Gross is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Gross of
568 Deadrick ave., and is
lin
e of 58 new Volunteers who
work in physical education-
programs throughout Vent.-
Suela.
A seciology major, he was
graduated f r om Tennessee
A&I State university with I
bachelor of science degree.
While a student there, he was
Ie
d to "Who's Who Among
nts in American Colleges
Universities," and was a
ber of the Student Coun-
'  ea Sigma Rho Sigma
soliciting support for Mr.
Davis.
A number of those present
made financial contributions
to the Fred Davis campaign.
Beulah Baptist church, but
others from the community
who came to hear Mr. Davis
reveal his platform.
He pledged to work for
legal aid assistance for citi- . .
Former ESP Researcher
To Review Recent Book
Louisa B. Rhine's new book, For more than thirty years,
!Louisa E. Rhine and her
Ihusband, J. B. Rhine, have
been the world's leading
authorities on extrasensory
perception, and the Pa ra-
Psychology L a b oratory at
Duke University has been
the center of research and
the headquarters for co-work-
ers from all over the world.
Basically, ESP means re-
ception in the mind of in-
parapsychology research dur- formation that is not obtained
ing its extremely controversiaLthrough the senses. Its main
infancy at Duke University. ' types are telepathy,
The "Lunching with Books" clairvoyance, and precogni-
programs are a communityjion. Mrs. Rhine describes cas-
service of the Memphis Public!'" investigated and, also,
Library. Sandwiches are tn ' shows the development of
order: coffee is available. .reeegrch In the laboratory.
r Society and Kappa Alpha -- -
fraternity.
The new Volunteers will' PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
participate in an effort by the
Venezuelan government to im-
prove student attitudes toward
ESP IN LIFE AND LAB,
has been reviewed by one of
her former laboratory assis-
tants this past Thursday, Sept.
21, at Cossitt Library.
Mrs. Paul H. Sherman is
presently an interior decorator
at Goldsmith's and wife of a
thoracic surgeon, but she
will be able to add, to her
remarks on the book, her own
first hand account of life in
ag loans
CBC, LeMoyne and South-
western will engage in a three-




Jerry C Johnson said the
Magicians will participate in
the TIAC cross-country meet at
Southeastern, Oct. 21. and will
run against Tuskegee at Ts-i
kegee, Ala., Nov. 4.
The LeMoynites will run WI
another three-way meet against
Allen and Benedict at Columbia
S. C. on a date yet to be
announced.
The LeMoyne squad is com-
posed of five flashy fresh-
men, Harvey Eddings, Edward
Davis and Willie Morgan of
Booker T. Washington. Jesse
Chatman of Southside and Wil-
liam Oliver of Hamilton. and
one junior, William Hayes





Long Distance rates are
lowest AFTER 8 P.M.
everyday and
ALL DAY SUNDAY. Dial
your own Long Distance
calls and get the low
station-to-station rates.












He knows the problem and has the
ability to get the job done
Louisa Davis and Mrs. Willie man;
Mae Merritt. Standing, same Mrs.
order, are Charles Pickens, I Mrs.
Noble Thornton, Joe Mays, , Blair.
Mrs. Sarah Jenkins, co-chair- Lay
Page 11
L. R. Lynom, president;
Olivia Harris, Otto Lee,
Virginia Williams, John











(We kid you not.)
One check covers all bills with Bank-
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Negro Elected Officials To Meet Here
Top Item Is Participation
Of Blacks In Government
Some 300 Negroes who holchence to discuss the Negro role
elective offices across thelin the economic and political
country will participate in a life of the nation.
three-day, non-partisan confer- The conference, which will
nm from Sept. 29 through Oct.
I will he held at the U. of C.
Center for Continuing Education,
1307 E. 60th St.
Co-chairmen of the confer-
ence are Manhattan Borough
President Percy Sutton, and
Sen. Mervyn M. Dymally, Cali-
fornia state legislator.
MILWAUKEE WHITES MARCH INTO NEGRO 'CORE"
Demonstrators against open housing, led by
Rev. Russell Witon, of Port Washington,
Wis., pass by the burned-out Freedom-House
of the NAACP Youth Council during their
march into the black near-Northside. The
march was unmarred. Only a few hecklers
greeted the white demonstrators. (UPI Tele-
photo)
SPORTS HORIZON
Tennessee State University Reese scored three times,
may have inconvenienced some crossing the goal line twice
of its fans when its home on three-yard slants and was
opener last week with North on the receiving end of a 14-
Carolina A&C was switched yard Dickey TD strike.
from the campus located A.
J. Hale Stadium to a local
high school field, but it wasn't
nearly as bad as the agony the
Agg,ies suffered as the visitors
went away licking their wounds
carved into their battered
bodies by a 35-0 TSU onslaught.
The Big Blues were primed
for A&T after havingthpi
Reese was the line smasher
from Alcoa who was headed
for UT at Knoxville before he
was nabbed by A&I recruiters,
made his debut with a net total
of 38 yards on 10 cracks at
the North Carolina defense.
Davis was ineligible to play
when A&I's game victory.
I 
k  th 
string was broken by San Die-
ong winning s ei nflatted
previous week by number one g`l• 
;ing able assistance.
- --
ranked San Diego State.
The game was originally
scheduled for 7:30 under the
lights, but it was announced
that school officials wanted to
hold dedication cdremonies
for the new addition to Hale
Stadium in the daytime. How-
ever, it appears that construc-
tion on the stadium to up the
capacity to seat in the neigh-
borhood of 16,000, may not
be completed when the Tigers
lock horns with Grambling
October 7.
Next week Coach John Merrit
will lead his squad in an inva-
sion of the Lone Star statel
of Texas where the Texas
Southern eleven will be wait-
ing in ambush in Houston to
try and avenge a humiliating
52-0 setback that A&I imposed
upon the Texans last year in
Nashville. It will also mark the
return of Eldridge Dickey to
the scene of many of h i s
sensational e v e flings. The
most publicized ebony quarter-
back in quite a spell starred
for Washington in the sprawl-
ing Texas metropolis.
On the East High turf Dick-
ey was in fine form, a descrip-
tion local rooters have accepted
as standard for the A&I triple
threater. He passed for two
touchdowns and scored the
final TSU TD on a short plunge
in the third quarter.
Dickey had to share some of
the game laurels with a
strong defensive until led by
bull-like charges of Memphian
Charles Humphrey, and junior
running back Wayne Reese.
LAWSON ON VOTE HUNT
— The Rev. James M.
Lawson Jr., pastor of
CentenaryMethodist
Church and a candidate
for the Memphis Baord of
Education Position 5,




These people are going to get out and Vote For
MIAA RESULTS
Because of a Memphis In-
terscholastic Athletic Associ-
ation rule that only a team's
last seven games count toward
determining a city champion,
key battles won by Manassas
over Melrose, 20-19, Hamilton
over Father Bertrand, 33-13,
and Catholic, 33-13, over Wash-
ington will not hurt the losers'
title aspirations.
In last week's action the
feature tilt was the big match
between :Washington and power-
ful Catholic. The top ranked
Terriers came back from a
narrow 19-13. halftime edge to
down the Warriors, 33-13 with
Stele Leech directing the
attack with Kevin Milam giv-
FRED DAVIS
ARE YOU
Paid For By Friends Of Fred Davis Committee
Or. C. F. Pinkstan Chi.
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Mr. William R. Sweet
Mr. II Mrs. James S. Cruthcer
Mr. Joseph Simmons
Miss Eunice CarrutherI'
Mrs. Ida Bell Alexander
Rev. R.W. Norsworthy
Mr. & Mrs. Willie Holmed
,Miss Elizabeth Suggs
(r. Arthur Collier
Rev. B M. Keelen
Mrs. W.J. Tolerson
Atty. R.B. Sugarmon Jr
Mrs. Jeers H. Turner
Mrs. Mamie E. Lester
J)r. Laurie Sugarmon
Mrs. Al lea n Moore
Mr. Lass?enr-P Garrison . 71'.

















Munn; his campaign trail
through the city. Describ-
Choice." Rev. Mr. Law-
son has the endorsement
of the Shelby County De-
mocratic Club.
(McChriston Photo)
;fr. & Mrs. John M. Jones
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Jones
Miss Lucille Holmes
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Daniel
Mrs. Katie Bunter
Mrs. Louise P. Taylor
Mrs. Margaret Tappan
Mrs. 'Ethel Wright
2i1r. Alonzia A. Johnson
Mrs: Matte Sengstacke
Ur. Fred Osborne Jr.




Mrs. B. Lorene Osborne
Mrs. Bared Shaw
mrs. Lela Robinson




-Mrs. 31 I.. Archie
Mr. L. C. Simmons
Mr. Tom Dodson
Mr. Willis Hardaway
Mrs. Ellen W. Dixon
Mr. & Mr's. Emmit Suggs
Mrs. B. M. Williams
Mr. Jesse King
.mr, Lawrence Garrison, Sr.
State Rep. from Des Moines,
lqwa, A. June Franklin is con-
ference secretary, and Woodrow
Wilson, state representative
from Las Vegas, Nev., is com-
ference coordinator.
Sutton will keynote the three-
day session on Friday night,
discussing, "Why We Are Here"
Sen. Dymally will preside at
this opening session.
Social Scientist Dr. Kenneth
B. Clark will deliver an address
on "The Role of The Elected
Negro Public Official in the
Changing American Scene, '
during the conference.
Dr. Vivian Henderson, econo-
mist and president of Clark
College, Atlanta, Ga., will lead
a discussion on "Negro Econo-
mic Security-Jobs and Welfare"
and Lerone Bennett, author-
historian, and senior editor of
Ebony Magazine, will discuss
"The Negro's Role in U.S.
Politics". Separate panel dis-
cussions will be held on "Civil
Disorders' and "Practical Prob-
lems and Solutions for Negro
Elected Officials".
Rep. John Conyers, of De-
troit, Mich., will address the
dinner meeting on Saturday,
September 30. Also on that day,
Louis Martin, deputy chairman
of the Democratic National
Committee, and Clarence Town-
es, of the Republican National
Committee, will participate in
a panel titled "Practical Poli-
tics."
Sutton emphasized that the
conference would not dwell on
Afro-American problems, but
would examine, instead, "the
tools and equipment needed to
do something about the prob-
lems which have long been
identified."
Other members of the steer-
nig committee are: Horace C.
Anderson, school board, Alto,
Calif.; Lloyd A. Barbee, state
assembly, Madison, Wis.; Jul-
ian Bond, state representative,
Atlanta, Ga.; W. F. Bowen,
state representative, Columbus,
Ohio; James Bradley, state
representative, Lansing, Mich.;
Cloves Campbell, state senator,
Phoenix, Ariz.; Shirley Chisholm
state assembly, Albany, N.Y..
James Del Rio, state represen-
tative, Detroit, Mich.; Daisy El-
liot, state representative, Lan-
sing, Mich.; Elwood Graham
state representative, Spring-
field, Ill.; and Curtis Graves,
state representative, Austin,
Tex.
Also. Marcus J. Gray, county
clerk, Battle Creek, Mich.;
Bill Greene, state assembly,
Sacramento, Calif.; Reese Han-
mond, state representative, Do-
ver, Del.; Richard Hatcher,
city council, Gary, Ind.; David
S. Holmes, state representative,
Lansing, Mich.; Troy L. James,
state representative, Cleveland,
Ohio; Dr. F.W. Johnson, school
board, River Rouge, Mich.;
Benjamin F. Jones, city council
Orange, N.J.: Clarence Love,
state representative, Kansas
City, Kan.: and C.J. hfcLin, Jr.,
state representative, Dayton,
Ohio.
Others are Virgil May, com-
missioner, B e nton Harbor,1
Mich.; Calvin Moody, county
supervisor, Milwaukee, Wis.,'
Richard N. Newhouse, state
senator, Springfield, Ill.; Larry
A. Smith, state representative,
Cleveland, Ohio; Bruce R. Wat-
kins, court clerk, Kansas City,
Mo.; Verde Welcome, state
senator, Baltimore Md.; Haze-
iah Williams, school board,
Berkeley, Calif.
TOURING DISTRICT 7—
State Representative J. 0.
Patterson, Jr., made a walk'
COACH IS PROMOTED — I
Coach Edward S. Temple, I







with him during the announ-
cement is Howard C. Gen-
try, athletic director.
ing tour of District 7 this and here he is seen talking the sub-standard housing in
week in a bid to be elected with Rev. H. L. Starks, pas- the area.
councilman from the area, I tor of St. James AME Chruch
D.C. Attorney Quits Justice Department
Hollis Joins Capital Legal Staff As Aide
WASHINGTON — Julius Jay the city's fourth largest. lIllinois National Bank and
Hollis, first Negro trial attor- The Justice Department chan!City National Bank, both of
ney in the Anti-Trust Division lenged the proposed merger,Chicago. This case was started
of the U.S. Department of under Section 7 of the Clayton in late 1961. and was pending
Justice, has left the agency Act, alleging that if the merger in February 1966, when Con-
after 6 years to accept a part- were consummated it would eress exempted the merger
nership with Pratt and Bowers. result in a lessening of corn- from the anti-trust laws. A
an established Washington, D.0 petition or a ten'':ncv to create . bank with $4 billion in assets
law firm. a monopoly in commercialiwas created by this merger.
After September 15, the firm banking in the Pennsylvanial Hollis, in both the Philadel-
will be known as Pratt, Bowers, counties of Philadelphia, Mont-
and Hollis. The partnership will gomery, Bucks, and Delaware,
continue primarily in the where the two banks have,and statisticians in preparation
general civil practice of law. offices. 'of documentary evidence.
Hollis, 35, was co-counsel in Holl:s cross-examined 23 of! While with the Justice Dc.
the anti-trust case of the the witnesses testifying for the partment, the attorney partici-
United States v. Provident Na- defendants. Among these were fasted in numerous other cases
tional Bank and Central-Penn a professor of economics from involving large financial institu-
National Bank, both of Philadel- the University of Wisconsin,
phia, Pa. The trial lasted six two professors of economics
weeks, ending August 23. Chief from the Wharton School of
U.S. District Court Judge Finance of the University of diseosed of without court
Thomas J. Clary's decision in Pennsylvania. an executive action. Hollis headed other
, the case in Philadelphia is vice president of Provident investigations, some lasting a -
expected before the end of the National Bank, and several long as two years.
year. presidents of financial institu Hollic WPS an attorney for
Provid Philad.lphia's fifth .tions in the Philadelphia area. the U.S. Commission On Civil
.argest bank, has assets of Prior to submitting. his resig- Rights from June 1960 to
'about $700 million, and Central- nation to the Justice Depart- November 1961. While with the
Penn, sixth largest, with assert ment, Hollis completed the
of approximately $350 million, brief which is due October 15.
are seeking to merge into a, Before his work on the Phila.
bank with combined assets of delphia case, Hollis served as
Ell billion. Such a merger co-counsel in the case of the
would make the resulting bank,1:nited States 7. t.'-etinentel_ was engaged in private practice
in Philadelphia.
0 In 1958 Hollis received his
'bachelor of laws degvo frae, where in 1955 he received. the
Temple University, Philadel- i *tor of arts de.,.ree with
phia, where he attsineci OP major in political science.
highest scholastic rating of Hollis is a member of bote
sm. Negro who has ever at- the Pennsylvania and District
tended the law school. He was of Columbia bars. He is a
on the Dean's Scholastic Honorimember of Phi Alpha Delta
Roll throughout his 3-year stayllaw fraternity and Mu. Lambda
at Temple. He also was an,Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
nor student at Lincoln Uni- Fraternity.
versity, Jefferson City, Mo., The attorney is married to
RECEIVING M E DA I. —
Master Sergeant Henry A.
Hooks, left. Imo —01
Mrs. B. C. Hooks of 1817
Norfolk A.. Memphis, is
being presented the U. S.
Air Force Commendation
pedal at Stewart .%FR,
T4. Y. It is being pinned on
him by Brigadier General
Fred C. Gray, vice com-
Mander of the First Air
Force.
phia and the Chicago cases,
supervised a staff of economists
tions, segments of the automo-
bile industry, and other major
industries, most of which were
Commission he wrote part of
that body's 1961 report and in-
vestigated voting complaints in
Louisiana. Prior to joining the
Civil Rights Cemmission, he
sum— JA liOLL/S
fo-mer Edith Hurley of
Philadelphia. They have a
r, Romayne, 7
Hollis, a native of Little
Rock. Ark., is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cyrus G. Hollis. His
father is a retired railway em-
ployee and his mother, also
retired, is the former dean of
women at Wiley College, Mar-
tell, Tea.
CORNETTE REALTY, INC.
•LOANS • REAL ESTATE SALES
•INSURANCE (MI Lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)
• RENTAL MANAGEMENT









By ROBERT F. MOREHEAD
PINE BLUFF. Ark. — The
roar of the Golden Lions of
Arkansas AM&N college was
heard clear to Jefferson City,
IN ARIZONA — Airman Wil-
lie Parker, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie L Parker of
1198 I) n nnavant, Memphis,
has been assigned to the
Da vis-Monthan AFB,
for training and duty as a
fire protection specialist. A
1967 graduate of Father Ber-
trand High school, he re-
cently completed basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, TeL
IN FLORIDA — Airman
Robert Garrett, sou of Mr
and Mrs. Richard Garrett of
3044 Crystal, has been as-
signed to McCoy AFB, Fla.,
for training and duty as a
supply specialist. He is a
1967 graduate of Lester High
school. His basic training was
completed recently at Lack-
land AFB, Tex.
Mo., as Coach Van Johnson's
team, led by All-American
Charles " Monk" Williams,
blasted the Tigers of Lincoln
university 37-0 last Saturday
night before a full house in'
the AMALN Pumphrey stadium.'
The Lions struck paydirt in
the first 20 seconds when
sophomore Ernest Johnson
took a 50-yard pass that car-
ried to the four-yard line on
ithe first play from scrimmage.
On the next play, Monk
Williams, a 155-pound speedster
from Shreveport, La., burs:.
off left tackle and into the end
zone with 14:40 showing on the
clock.
Seven minutes and 15 seconds
later, Williams struck again,
this time off right tackle be-
hind a crushing blocking of
250-pound senior tackle Andr.)w
Edwards.
The play carried from the
five-yard line to cap a Lion
drive that started on their
own 46 and consumed 11 plays.
The conversion was no good.
With 14 minutes left in the
second quarter, guard O.D.
Brown recovered a Lincoln
university fumble on the Lin-
coln 30-yard line. Five plays
later the Lions were on the
Lincoln university two.
Robert Jones then threw
a pass to end Billy Austin fot
the tally. Eddie Milus convert-
ed. Easing up on the already
bewildered Tigers, the Lions
coasted to a 20-0 halftime lead.
In the third quarter, the
Lions substituting freely, man-
aged only a 20-yard field goal
by freshman Johnny Long. Not
quite through, however, Charles
"Monk" Williams tallied two
more touchdowns in the fourth
quarter, on a one-yard sneak
and a five-yard run.
The Golden Lions will begin
conference play next Saturday






elementary science will be
stressed at an in-service in-
stitute to be conducted by Le-
Moyne College on Saturdays
at W. T. Sims High School in
Holly Springs Miss
The institute, financed by a
grant from the National Science
Foundation, will provide train-
ing for junior and senior high
school teachers in North Mis-
sissippi.
Registration has been sched-
uled for Saturday morning,
Sept. 23, at Sims High. Class-
es will be conducted from 9
a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays
division at LeMoyne and di-
rector of the institute.
Scheduled to teach the
courses are Dr. John A. Bueh-
ler, professor of chemistry at.
LeMoyne, elementary school
through May 18, according to
Dr. W W Gibson Sr., chair-
man of the natural science
science, and Mrs. Eldora Amos,
also an instructor at LeMoyne,
modern mathematics.
Dr. Buehler holds the Ph.D.
degree from Indiana University
and Mrs. Amos has an M.A.
degree from Northwestern Uni-
versity. Mrs. Amos is also a
city school teacher in Memphis.
Courses offered will be free
to the participants.
Benefits Planned For Morris
Two affairs have been- plan-
ned for this week in District 7,
to help raise funds to help
Charlie Morris, cendidate for!
councilman.
1
A sock hop will be held at the
Morris campaign headquarters
i
at 981 Alaska St. on Friday
evening, Sept. 29, from 6 to
"0 p.m. Young people sponsor-
ing the affair said Mr. Morris
will help them to get out of
poverty by helping them get
jobs after he is electeti
Adults chaperoning the affair
will be Mrs. Vera Moton. Mrs.
Francis Russell, Mrs. Mozell
Peterson, Rev. W. M. Copes
and Mrs. Callie Payne.
A plate dinner will be sold
at 850 Randle St. on Satur
day evening at the home of
Willie Walters. It is being
sponsored by the Klondyke
Store dates, raisins, nuts and
such in ceased metal shorten-1
iing or coffee cans and seal the
'lids with cellophane tape.
Boosters chits Those who want
to help Mr. Morris are asked
to support the project. Mrs.
Katie Sexton, co-chairman of
the Morris for Councilman
Campaign, is in charge 01 the
supper.
Fur Collector
HOLLYWOOD — High fash-
ion model Samantha Jones,
who came to Hollywood to
make her motion picture debut
in Warner Bros.' "Wait Until
Dark," has a fur collection to
match any belonging to the
reigning movie stars. She has
clothes made of the pelts of
tiger, leopard, zebra, Icelandic
pony, fox, wolf and racoon and,






You say you can't
tell one whiskey from another?
Then here's something
you should know.
A great many people can tell.
They can taste the difference between
good and superb. They can spot a
variation in quality a mile away.
They've learned that bargain
whiskey isn't such a bargain
after all.
They're the people who've kept
Seagram's 7 Crown the
best-seller for the past two
decades. And, odds are,
some of them are friends
of yours.
Now, which whiskey are
you going to have on hand
next time you entertain?
Seagram's 7 Crown
The Sure One.












Imported front Italy, featur-
ing the respected '' fribttn• rt.
no fl ull.feshion. 100%
Wool. V•st and Cardigan
hones. C,ll assottment of





Gernuin• Suede I •athar Ir•nt.
Italian styling. Cardigans





Butter•soft genuine Ban-lon . Short slimy' knit pull-
over. Full-fashion collar. 3-button plague. Rib knit cuff




Short sleeve Cardigan styling. 2-tone fancy front genuine Ban-ton
knot Bright fashion shades. Full fashion collar. Sizes S.M.L.XL.
NEW FALL WINTER COATS
Woo/co Value Packed Priers
18" to 59"
Petites • Juniors
Misses • Half Sizes
Layaway Any Coat This
Week and Get a New Fall
Hat FREE!
Wootco's Elegant Selection of Coats Are Guaranteed to Please
A brilliant collection of high fashion coats to entice the fash-
ion conscious woman of discriminating taste! The classic
Chesterfield, a perennial favorite, the delightful mini, the im-
pressive cossack, latest fake furs, bold plaids, basic mono.
tones, suedes and many more chic styles! Come see for your-
self and be pleasingly surprised at the careful attention given
to insure you real quality at delightful prices. Layaway your
choice end receive a 3.7.7 or 4.77 fall hat (according to coat
purchase price.). Woolco. ...symbolic of fashion!
LAYAWAY YOUR CHOICE
Shown Above. Left to Right: Susie Wong Mink Trimmed
Suede . . . 59.97 Orion's' Acrylic 7,/e Fake Fur . . . 2297,
Wide Wale Corduroy . . 18.87. All Fur Products Labeled
to Show Country of Origin of Imported Furs.
and get your New Fall Hat FREE!
$1 DOWN HOLDS YOUR SELECHON. Las away any
coat this week and get a new fall hat when you make final
payment.
EMERSON brings you a wide variety of QUALITY shoes designed for GOOD LOOKS and
long WEAR....
The last retail in footwear for
the 'nen at good teate...cho•
est prentiurn I•ethrtra or soft,
supple kangaroo leather. .
hondeorno oxfords in a varlet).
of styli... . .dashing sheens
for sport or dre•s... -crafted
with genuine GOODYEAR we-
Its which AR•01111 hifil quality
and fine con•truction. Sizes
(0,5 to 12 (Photo. A St I)
Leather eel*, end innersef•s.
NOW ONLY!288
SOUTHGATE SHOPPPING CENTER
1833 So. Third ft Bel: Blvd.
Soh sued, end the illusion of
litzerel ccontbine to matte this
hogh fash.ort actuated toed,
squared heel shoe lIght vp with
fo•hloa otognoeti•in, .a dou-
ble crooned T and two !small
buttons accentuate this fash-
ion CI op. SI re s re 10. (W 051
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HONORED AT DINNER— a plaque by the new presi-
Ernest Owens, outgoing dent, Otis Lightfoot, during
president of the Bluff City :In installation dinner for






Dickey In Fine Form; Aggies Bow
35-0 To Big Blues In Home Game
NASHVILLE — Eldridge
Dickey, playing as brightly as
the sun-splashed afternoon,
fashioned T e n nessee State
university a 35-0 victory over
North Carolina A&T before
6,000 in East High school's
Keyes Stadium last Saturday.
"I think Dickey was in real
good form," Coach John A.
Merritt commented on his
stars' afternoon work. "I was
especially pleased with his
play calling."
Guiding the Big Blues back 13-Yard aerial, broke a tackle
into the winner's circle after at the five to go into the end
dropping their opening game zone standing up.
16-8 to San Diego, Dickey hit In the next 38 seconds, cor-
nine of 13 aerials for 140 yards nerback Willie Johnson had in.
'tercepted Willie Pearson's pass,and two touchdowns. In all, the
Merrittmen piled up 151 yards setting up a one-play, 20-yard
on 11 of 17 passes and churned
up the turf for 223 yards while
scoring 14 points in each of
the first two periods and the
final touchdown in the third
frame.
Linebacker Don Merrit set
up the game's first tally when
of he recovered Aggie quarterbac
Tom Bloe's fumble on North
Carolina s three. On the first
play from scrimmage. Wayne
Reese powered though center
for the first of three touch-
downs. Kicking specialist Roy
Meneese split the uprights
which started a string of five
consecutive p o i nt-after-boots
when the day was over.
Capping the season's longest
drive with a touchdown, Coach
Merritt's charges marched 79
yards in 10 plays for the second
tally just before the first stanza
ended.
The game's leading ground
gainer with 46 yards in eight
carries, Reese bulled his way
to paydirt from the one after
picking up 52 of the 79 yards
age $ billion a year and are needed for the drive.
a valuable source of income, Merritt's starting setback
for some 12,000 banks in the!rambled 27 yards around his
United States. Iright end after taking a hand-
the
McChriston
Bankers Warned On Hiring Practices
Assistant Secretary
Treasury Robert A.
of the advertising in group
Wallace publications as well as the
today told bankers they must general press; contact with
take "positive action" to hire local schools to establish need-
Negroes in order to keep depo- ed courses and periodic review
sits of Federal money. of minority employees' records
He said that positive action to see that they -can reach President Johnson's Execu-
meant "applying controls over their highest capability. tive Order 11246 is the aolliori-
personnel actions that are nor- Speaking before the America ty under which the Treasury
mally applied to any program Bankers Association Convention Department requires banks to
that you want to succeed," in- in New York, Mr. Wallate adopt equal employment prac-
eluding clear statements in blamed the fact that there tices in order to get Federal
writing, frequently reiterated to are not many Negroes employe deposits. These deposits aver-
recruitment sources, that the by banks on "following the
bank follows equal employment same old recruitment practices
policies; recruitment among which have become a matter







many years." He said "this
type of picture can be changed
by positive action; the mere
absence of open discrimination
is not enough."
23" RECTANGULAR COLOR TV
With RCA Hi-Lite Picture Tube, the newest
advance in color TV! Brighter picture!
• Noteral waited finial
• RCA Automatic Geier Purifier "cancisis'
ausgeotians
• Siemilfted Color-Chick Toeing
• Raremorls Pisemplurr gives unsurpassed
brightness
• New 34% lkigisor Soperbrts Tube
See These NCAA Football Games
In Exciting Color:
S•pt. 16 SMU vs. Texas AAA*
Sept. 23 Miami vs. hhortlevmstera
Soot. 30 Maryland! vs. Oklahoma
Ott. 7 Olo Miss vs. Alabama
Oct. 14 Tennessee vs.
0.por4ia Toth
Oct. 31 Arkansas vs. Texas
Oct. 24 Notre Dame vs.
Michigan Stnto
• hirl. P. Games
Plus • AFL Pro Odom,• World dories
N•v. 4 Memphis State vs.
Florid• St.
Nev. 11 Georgia vs. Florida
Nov. 1S UCLA vs. Southern CO
Nev. 23 Oklahoma vs. Nebraska
Nev. 2S Arkansas vs. 'foxes Task
Nov. 25 Washington vs.
Wash. State
Das. .2 Army vs. Navy
Doc. 9 Florida vs. Miami
• All Sew) Ogden
" Golf Twordowooto
• Now Roll TV Show* • •
WATCH NOW-PAY LATER!




23" Early American Color Console
• RCA Solid Integrated Circuits
• Antique(' Colonial Mop's,
• Suporbrite 141-lito Pistol., Tube
• Tint ceetrels ere color keyed
56 GM 67'223• DIAGONAL TUIIE293 SQ. IN. AREAAmerica's First Choice In Color TV






4255 Hwy. 51 Se.
Phone 396-0995
I FRAYSER LAMAR
Isle 114owoo 01••/- II Ni 2574 Lamer





off from Dickey, then caught
a 22-yard pass from Dickey be-
fore punching the ball over
from the one.
The Big Blues were content
to exchange punts with the
Aggies for most of the second
quarter before they scored two
touchdowns with less than two
minutes remaining in the first
half. Meneese booted State's
21st point with 1:20 left in the
half to cap a four-play, 48-yard
drive in which Reese caught a
scoring pass play.
Dickey lobbed the pigskin to
Leo Johnson, who made a
circus catch in the end zone.
As Meneese toed the extra
point that gave State a 28-0
halftime bulge, the game clock
showed 42 seconds yet to play.
With the intermission core
padded, Merritt unveiled his
talented crop of freshmen, espe-
cially the much-publicized Al-
bert Davis, the Alcoa High
school All-American, who lost
one yard on his first college
carry. But Al ended the after-
noon by picking up 38 yards
in 10 carries.
"This was a good opportu-
nity to turn our freshmen
loose," Merrit beamed. "I
think they all learned a lot
about college football this after-
noon. Along with Davis. Jake
Mayes and Clarence Love look
very promising."
Next week Coach Merritt
leads his Juggernaut to Hous-
ton, hometown of the fabulous
Dickey, for a crack at Texas
Southern.
Let TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Otis Lightfoot Classified Ad.
New President
Of Jaycees
Otis Lightfoot, owner of the
Shell Service Station at 2193
S. Third st., was installed as
new president of the Bluff
City Jaycees for 1967-68 during
a service held at the Benson
restaurant on Tuesday night,
Sept. 19.
Mr. Lightfoot is a 1953 gradu-
ate of Booker T. Washington
, High school and lives with his
wife and daughter at 2500 Fon-
taine rd.
He presented a plaque to
outgoing p r e sident Ernest
Owens, who is now chairman 
"WE KILL TS UVE"
of the board.
New officers were installed O.Z. EVERS
by Samuel Helm, principal of
FOR FREE ESTIMATESthe Shannon Elementary school
Other officers are Lawrence PH. FA 7.4033
Mason, executive vice presi-
dent; Robert Owens, Secre-
tary; Rufus Jones, vice presi-
dent of Internal Affairs: Louis
Sandridge. vice president of
External Affairs; Major Hay-
wood, treasurer; Freeman Les-
ter, director of public relations,
and Willard Bell, chairman of
Membership Procurement.
1956 4 Door 98 Oldsmobile
Fully Equip. 5175.00
Call 396-4909 Alter 5 P.m.
TOOTHACHE
Don't *utter agony. In records gat rebel
that iasts with ORA-JEL. 5pesidseieese
Immo* puts II to wort in-
stantly le stop throbbing
Assilkache palm. so safe doe-






Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
NOTICE!




















ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 a 17I1 DIAL STREET RA 64300.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS1
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee4
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly.
THE TRI.STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
TIN Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath










Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 Clan• • 12 o.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
i 140 Coltigir



























PARK KWICK DRIVE MN GRA.
2268 Park Ave.



























klogazInes & Nowt r,opere
All Out of Town News.
Recerts TRIPLE A SUNDRY



















565 S. Perkwey E.
948.4531






























226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magag4101/
From All Towns
115 Morro* Avenue
526-9920
L ENO'S SUNDRY
2046 Chid sic
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1619 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
minority
